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Burton: Patton plan questionable
FDA issues
recall of
medicines
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government issued an urgent
warning to doctors Friday to
stop using certain injected medicines that were supposed to
be recalled last month because
of questions about purity and
potency.
Recalled are 39 medicines
injected in doctors offices,
including a gout drug called
colchicine that sickened three
Philadelphia patients last month
because the drug was 10 times
more potent than it was supposed to be.
The products were made
by Amram Inc. of Rathdrum,
Idaho, and sold by Phyne Pharmaceuticals of Scottsdale, Ariz.
The Food and Drug Administration said Amram last month
notified Phyne that it was recalling the products and voluntarily ceased production. But
FDA officials said they issued
the unusual warning because
Phyne delayed in getting the
recalled products off the market.
The FDA said the products
were manufactured under substandard conditions, meaning
they may not be properly sterile or potent.
The FDA also is investigating whether all of the products are legal to sell in this
country, said Joseph Famulare, the agency's deputy enforcement chief.
No patient would have these
products at home, but the FDA
said anyone who believes they
were injured by a recalled product should consult a physician.
On the FDA's recall list are
injection-only
versions
of:
adenosine
monophosphate,
ascorbic acid, beet ascorbic
acid, biotin, colchicine, vitamin
B-12 (cyanocobolamin), dexpanthenol, disol, echinacea
homeopathic injection, edetate
disodium, endocrine, adrenal
cortex extract, folic acid, germanium sesguloxide, L-glutathione, human chorionic
gonadotropin, hydrochloric acid,
iron 59, liver injection, lypovite, magnesium chloride, MIC,
procaine hydrochloride, pyridozine HCL, sodium thiosalicylate, superoxide dismutaste,
L-taurine, thiamine HCL, thymus extract, choline chloride,
diphenhydramine, glycyrrhizen.
chlorpheniramine,
hydrogen
peroxide, hydroxocobalamin,
MIC with folic acid, niacin,
pangamic acid and riboflavin.
The injections may have
been sold under Phyne's name
or other private labels, so health
workers should trace the source
of products with those names.
Famulare said,

U.S. to send
aid to India
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States will send $5 million in emergency supplies to
earthquake-stricken India, officials said, and could send
more as the situation worsens.
More than 6,000 bodies
have been recovered in the
quake. The death toll was
expected to climb by several
thousand more. Tens of thousands of Indians are homeless.
1V1/1 /1.11111111 11-r.
Today...Occasional showers
and thunderstorms. Windy and
mild with a high near 60. Southeast wind 15 to 30 mph.
Tonight...Mostly cloudy. A
50 percent chance of showers.
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By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
On Thursday, Gov. Paul Patton
requested the General Assembly
to mandate curbside garbage collection for every home in Kentucky by January 2003.
Unfortunately for many county
officials, he failed to mandate a
way to fund that collection.
While Calloway County Solid
Waste Coordinator Rita Burton
agrees with any action taken
towards clearing the county of

roadside garbage, she doesn't
believe this is the right course of
action.
"The concept of mandatory collection for all residents is an excellent venue to help reduce the problem of illegal dumping in our
county," she said. "My concern is
the funding mechanism to provide
for this service. The start-up costs
of a project of this m3gnitude and
the continuing collection procedure can be very cost prohibitive
to a county budget."

Patton's estimates came to an
average of $10.58 a month per
pickup site for the garbage pickup plan in counties where curbside pickup exists. He deferred
until later the task of proposing a
finance structure for the plan.
But in his address, Patton did
not advocate House Majority Leader
Greg Stumbo's existing plan to
finance this and a $30 million litter cleanup initative desired by
Patton. Stumbo's plan would add
a one-half cent fee to containers

from 4 ounces to a gallon and on posals to raise money would not
fast-food cups. Nutritional prod- pass the assembly during this sesucts such as milk would be exempt. sion.
Other solid waste issues at the
"When we did a litter survey
a couple of years ago, we foundy,state level also concern Burton. Curthat the vast majority of the trash rently, a movement is underway
was fast food papers," Burton said. in the Kentucky Department of
"If we can get rid of that, we Agriculture to reduce the amount
will have made a lot of progress." of livestock carcasses which are
Stumbo's plan was passed over left to scavengers to clear up.
in the face of increasing opposi- However, costs for removal and rention to funding changes in the dering of the carcasses can range
state legislature. Senate President
David Williams has said any pro- II See Page 2

Bush makes
more cuts to
abortion funding

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

A LITTLE BALANCE...Alissa Volp helps ballet students Brittany McClure and Lauren
Gibson with their exercises during class at the YMCA Saturday morning. Volp was a
former dancer with the Nashville ballet.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush said Friday that federal
money should not be used for research on fetal tissue or on so-called
stem cells derived from abortions, the week-old administration's third
statement on the divisive abortion issue.
do not support research from aborted fetuses," Bush said.
He did not say whether he would- move to block federal research
funding — an act that many scientists say could stop promising
research into therapies for numerous diseases. Aides said afterward he
was signaling his intent to do so.
Bush had indicated his opposition to such research during the presidential campaign, but the remarks Friday were his first on the topic
since taking over the White House a week ago.
"I will let you know when I decide all policy decisions, but the
answer to your question is no," Bush said when asked whether he
believes federal money should be spent on fetal-tissue and stem-cell
research from abortions.
After a presidential campaign in which anti-abortion conservatives
were a cornerstone of his support. Bush moved on Monday, two days
into his presidency, to restore restrictions on U.S. foreign aid to family-planning organizations involved in abortion. His administration also
promised a review of the government's approval of the RU-486 abortion pill. Scientiso say research with stem cells, master cells that are the
building blocks for all other tissue in the body, could lead 'to revo
lutionary treatments for problenis from Alzheimer's to paralyzing spinal
cord injuries.
Stem cells can come from aborted fetuses or from embryos left
over from fertility clinics. A few also can be found from adult tissues, but scientists say fetal and embryonic stem cells are the most
flexible and thus most usable.
Bush did not specifically address embryonic stem cells.

• See Page 2

Study: 1.7 percent of college women raped
WASHINGTON (AP) — About 1.7 percent of U.S. college women were raped
during the 1996-97 school year and an
additional 1.1 percent were victims of
attempted rape, according to a Justice Department study that suggested the government
is underestimating the number of rapes in
America.
The report also estimated that 13 percent of college women had been stalked at
school that year — a much higher figure
than an earlier private study had found
among women of all ages.
The federally funded researchers concluded that women face a higher risk of
stalking on campuses because they have
close contact with a wide variety of men
there.

At Congress' request, the department's
National Institute of Justice and its Bureau
of Justice Statistics conducted two telephone surveys of 4,445 and 4,432 women
enrolled in college at the start of the fall
semester in 1996. The surveys were taken
between February and May 1997.
The researchers, led by Professor Bonnie S. Fisher of the University of Cincinnati, had no comparable school-year study
to compare their results to. The study was
designed to begin gathering data to resolve
a dispute between feminists who argue that
campuS sexual victimization is a serious
problem and conservative commentators who
say the problem has been exaggerated by
ideologically tainted research.
Emphasizing one difficulty with research

into rape, the report said 48.8 percent of
the women whose experience fit the
researchers' definition of a rape victim did
not consider themselves the victim of rape
and 4.7 percent said they didn't know if
they had been raped.
The study, "The Sexual Victimization of
College Women," defined rape as unwanted, completed penile, oral or object penetration by force or threat of force.
"Women may not define a victimization
as a rape for many reasons, such as embarrassment. not clearly understanding the legal
definition of the term or not wanting to
define someone they know who victimized
them as a rapist or because others blame
them for their sexual assault," the report
said.

Highlighting the effect of definitions and
survey techniques, the researchers identified their first telephone poll as a survey
of "unwanted sexual experiences" and their
second poll as a survey of crime victims.
The first poll found the percentage of
women reporting a rape was 11 times larger than the second poll found — 1.7 percent compared with 0.16 percent. The first
poll found the percentage reporting an
attempted rape was six times larger than
the second poll, 1.1 percent compared with
0.18 percent.
The researchers said the findings suggest it's likely that the Bureau of Justice
Statistics' massive annual crime victims sur-

III See Page 2

New UK president
got strong support
from political leaders
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The University' of Kentucky's next president got
a push in his candidacy from some of the state's most powerful business leaders and politicians.
The successful campaign for Lee T. Todd, which included calls to UK trustees
in the weeks before he was chosen, points to an advantage enjoyed by in-state
candidates when positions such as UK's presidency are at stake. The other finalists for the job were from out of state.
"I don't think there's any question that that's an inherent advantage," said
Attorney General Ben Chandler. who said he spoke to several trustees on Todd's
behalf. "And I don't think there's anything wrong with that."
Todd. a Lexington entrepreneur, was considered for the presidency after residents in Owensboro were impressed with a speech he gave at Owensboro Community College last May. Many called Board of Trustees Chairman Billy Joe
Miles to tell him Todd would make a great UK president.
A few months later, in September, Miles told Todd that he had been nominated for the UK presidency and asked him to consider the position.
"It's fair to say that Mr. Miles was the first person to ask me to do this, tc;
put my hat in the ring. He said the next morning (after the commencement
speech)'his phones started ringing from people in Owensboro saying, 'You need
to get this guy to apply,— Todd said in an interview with the Louisville Courier-Journal last week.
Lexington Mayor Pam Miller said she spoke with trustee and former Gov.
,•
Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt about the candidate.

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger,& Times photo

ON THE RUN.. West Kentucky Soccer Club player Lacey Latimer brings the
ball downfield during a practice session Sunday afternoon at Murray State.
The club is coached by MSU head coach Mike Minielli.
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Three arrested for • New
meth over weekend

...

From Page 1

By MORGAN HARDY
weapon seized at the residence. She
Stet Writer
is lodged in the Calloway County
Three methamphetamine-related Detention Center on a $50,000 cash
arrests were made this weekend af- bond.
ter two house raids by the Calloway
In the raid, several bags of mariCounty Shenffs Office and a rou- juana and methamphetamine were
tine traffic stop by the Kentucky seized, as well as cash, anhydrous
State Police.
ammonia, lithium batteries, ephride
Gregory Renfroe, 24, 70 Hunter tablets, a firearm and other items.
Murray Police Department NarDrive, was charged with first-degree possession of a controlled sub- cotics detectives assisted in the
stance (methamphetamine) and first sheriff's office arrests.
offense possession of drug paraRobert Bramlett, 44, Hazel. was
phernalia after both were found at arrested Saturday after being pulled
his residence. He is lodged in the over on Maple Street in Hazel for
Calloway County Detention Center traffic violations. After investigaon a $2,500 cash, property or surety tion, methamphetamine and combond.
ponents used in the manufacture of
Patricia Ann Kirkland, 28, 2529 methamphetamine were discovCpopertown Road. was arrested for ered.
several charges stemming from the
Bramlett was charged with
operation of a meth lab in her resi- manufacturing methamphetamine,
dence. She was arrested for manu- possession of methamphetamine,
facturing methamphetamine, first- possession of drug paraphernalia,
degree trafficking in a controlled
knowing possession of anhydrous
substance (methamphetamine),
in other than an approved
ammonia
trafficking less than eight ounces of
container with the intent to manumarijuana, knowingly possessing
facture methamphetamine and first
anhydrous ammonia in other than
offense DUI.
inan approved container with the
Bramlett is lodged in the Callotent to manufacture methamphetaway County Detention Center on a
mine and possession of drug para$6,000 cash bond. The Calloway
phernalia.
• All of Kirkland's charges are County Sheriff's Department asfirearm-enhanced because of the sisted in the arrest.

"The relationships (Todd) had
here and his work on science and
technology and the personal relationship he had with me all made
a difference to me," Miller said.
By a 19-0 vote, the UK trustees
last week named Todd the university's I 1th president. He will
take over for Charles T. Wethington on July 1.
He shares a similar vision with
Gov. Paul Patton of UK as a contributor to the state's economy.
As the search committee began
.processing the names of nearly
200 candidates, Todd accepted
Miles' invitation to speak at a
"new economy" conference in late
October sponsored by the new UK
Partnership in Research Progress
Committee.
In the address, Todd spoke about
the importance of bringing Kentucky into the high-tech economy
and the role he thought UK's
research arm could play.
Miles
speech,
the
After
approached Todd about the job.
He took a few days to reflect,
and then talked to his wife. After
she gave her approval, he was in

the hunt.
Soon Todd's name was circulating in Lexington and on campus.
George Herring,. a UK history
professor on the search committee, said he received a call from
Lexington businessman Jim Gray
earlier this month. "I was annoyed
that (Todd's) name was out there,"
Herring said. "I really thought it
was improper" that Gray called.
Andrew "Skipper" Martin, Patton's chief of staff, acknowledged
that the Patton administration wanted Todd's name forwarded to the
board of trustees, which would
have the final say.
"The minimum was to get him
out of committee," Martin said.
"If the board said no, then so be
it, but let them have the opportunity to judge, to see if this is
the shift the university needs to
make to greatness. It would have
been wrong not to have allowed
the full board to view the educational, philosophical differences and
make the judgment on where the
university should go."

• Study ...
From Page 1
vey "underestimates the true incidence of rape" because it uses
questions framed like those in the
second poll.
"We were more persuaded by
the results of the first poll because
its questions were more specific
about what behavior actually took
place," Fisher said in an interview.
The study also said different
understandings among women over
What constitutes criminal conduct
could have contributed to the disparate results.
The report noted that its stalking estimate was much higher than

III Bush ...
From Page 1

an earlier study covering women
aged 18 to 80 or older, which
found annual stalking rates of 1
percent to 6 percent. "The social
domain of college places women
in situations and in contact with
a range of men that increase the
chances of being stalked," it said.
The researchers defined stalking more broadly than many state
criminal stalking laws, which
require a threat of harm. The students were asked if anyone had
"repeatedly followed you, watched
you, phoned, written, e-mailed or
communicated with you in other
ways that seemed obsessive and
made you afraid or concerned for
your safety."

Shortly before Bush took office,
groups his spokesman refused to address
conservative
'Some
oppose using embryonic stem cells
whether the new Republican adminfor research because culling them
istration would shut down govkills the embryos. Scientists now ernment research on the stem cells
know how to multiply embryonic of discarded human embryos.
stem cells in laboratories without
Press secretary An Fleischer,
kiHing additional embryos. Unless quoting his boss' statements durBush intervenes, the National Insti- ing the campaign, said Friday that
tutes of Health plans to begin
Bush "would oppose federally fundfunding research with just those lab- ed research for experimentation on
grown embryonic stem cells as early embryonic stem cells that require
as this spring.
live human embryos to be disSome researchers are concerned carded or destroyed."
that Bush might cut off existing
But Fleischer, questioned by
funding for a larger type of research
reporters, would not say whether
•••
related to tissues from induced aborBush intends to block the NIH,
tions. Some Parkinson's disease
which is now accepting grant appliFrom Page 1
patients, for instance, improved
cations for research on lab-grown
with a renderer has to be in place
aft,er receiving fetal tissue transharinitially
cells
embryonic stem
receive the money. We're in a
to
wherecarcass,
per
from $15 to S75
plants in their brains.
vested by private researchers.
where we cannot take the
situation
as in the past, farmers were paid
Bush has said in the past he
contracting with a renBush stopped short Friday of
of
chance
rendering.
for livestock carcass
supports an alternative method
might
he
how
saying whether or
derer and then being denied the
Burton said that while a grant
using fetal tissues retrieved from
block the NIH funding.
grant. And even if we were to
exists for the removal of carcassmiscarriages. But scientists say such
Incoming Health and Human
untenwere
receive it, what happens after the
es, the logistics of it
tissue is seldom usable because
ThompTommy
Services Secretary
money runs
able for the time being.
of genetic abnormalities in the
son has likewise sidestepped the
Burton added that she will fur"The county has no money set
find
fetus that caused the miscarriage. issue. But as an anti-abortion govther investigate the grant to
for carcass
to
made
"I believe there's some won- ernor of Wisconsin. Thompson aside right now
if an exception ,can be
as it is,
derful opportunities for adult stem- praised as medical pioneers the Uni- removal," she said. "But
the policy.
grant, a contract
cell research." Bush said. "I believe versity of Wisconsin scientists who to apply for the
we can find stem cells from fetus- first grew embryonic stem cells
es that died a natural death, but in their laboratory.
I do not support research from
The White House is reviewing
aborted fetuses."
all rules and executive orders impleHe commented in a question- mented by the Clinton adminisMurray Police Department
and-answer session during a meet- tration, including those on aborHardin, was arrested Jan. 26 for receiving stolen
35,
Harrell,
• Janna
ing with Democratic and Repub- tion-related research.
property. She is lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center on a
lican governors.
$2,500 cash bond.
• Mary K. Ayers, 23. Farmington. was arrested Jan. 28 for possession
of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of a controlled substance, first-degree. The arrests were made after a search warrant-was served. She is lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center
on a $2,500 cash bond.
MURRAY
Murray Fire Department
to a fuel leak Friday night from an overturned
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• Firefighters
Glendale Place
tractor trailer on Industrial Road. The truck was overturned in a deep ditch
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up the spill.
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will attend
your event?

Teen burned while
imitating TV show
TORRINGTON, Conn.(AP) —
A 13-year-old boy was hospitalized
with second- and third-degree
burns after mimicking an MTV
personality who set himself on fire
during a stunt show.
Jason Lind was severely burned
Friday night when he and a friend
poured gasoline on his feet and legs
and lit him on fire while imitating a
stunt on MTV's high-rated show
"Jackass," police said. The fire
grew out of control and burned the
boy's legs and hands before it was
extinguished, officials said.

DaimlerChrysler
to cut 26,000jobs
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
— DaimlerChrysler announced
plans Monday to cut 26,000 jobs
over three years at its U.S.-based
Chrysler division.
The cuts, part of a restructuring
that's designed to pull Chrysler out
of the red, amount to about 20 percent of DaimlerChrysler's North
American work force.
The plan also calls for six manufacturing plants to be idled through
2002. Chrysler said it expects a
large part of the job-cutting to be
done through retirement programs,
achieved within the framework of
existing union contracts.
"To be competitive, the Chrysler
group needs to be a more nimble
company," Chrysler group president and chief executive Dieter
Zetsche said in a statement. "Along
with exciting products, this will establish a sound basis for future
growth."
Chrysler said the job cuts will
involve 19,000 hourly workers and
6,800 salaried employees.
All of the job cuts will be
through a combination of retirements, special programs, layoffs
and attrition.
Chrysler expects that three-quarters of the overall reduction will be
achieved this year.
"Today's actions will help remove the uncertainty many of our
employees have been feeling," Zet-

..

sche said. "Part of this process may
be painful for many people."
Zetsche said Chrysler will unveil its complete plan to turn
around the loss-making division on
Feb. 26.
Chrysler posted a third-quarter
loss of $512 million and has
warned that its fourth-quarter loss
could more than double that, given
a soft U.S. auto market.
On Saturday, Germany's Stuttgarter Zeitung newspaper reported
the Chrysler unit could lose $1.3
billion in the fourth quarter.
DaimlerChrysler has insisted it
has no plans to spin off or sell
Chrysler, which it bought in 1998
as part of its plan to extend the
company's global reach.
Plants slated to be idled include
the Toluca transmission plant in
Mexico, and assembly plants in
Cordoba, Argentina, and Parana,
Brazil.
Chrysler also plans to shift production from a Detroit engine plant
to two other sites. In Mexico,
Chrysler also plans to shift production from its assembly plant in
Lago Alberto and close its Toluca
engine plant.
Production will be scaled back
at plants in four states and Canada,
including Detroit, Belvidere, III.;
Toledo, Ohio; Newark, Del.;
Brampton, Ontario; and two sites in
Windsor, Ontario.

Couple believes they've
found fried chicken recipe
SHELBYVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
The handwritten note that Tommy
and Cherry Settle discovered in
their basement a year ago could be
the answer to one of the country's
best kept culinary secrets — Col.
Harland Sanders' recipe for fried
chicken.
The couple bought their Shelbyville home, a white mansion on
U.S. 60 West. from Sanders and his
wife, Claudia. in the early 1970s.
About a year ago, the two were
digging through a box of books
from the basement and found a
leather-bound datebook from 1964,
Cherry Settle told the Lexington
Herald-Leader.
Among appointments and other
notes was a recipe for fried chicken
that called for 11 herbs and spices,
she said.
It's the same number that makes
up the recipe for one of the temples
of fast-food culture — KFC's
"Original Recipe- fried chicken.

CLARIFICATION
In a picture that appeared on
Page 3 of Saturday's Ledger &
Times, Sally Rogers and Phillip G.
Rogers were pictured, but not listed
as receiving awards. Both did receive awards.

Place your event
information in the 2007
Murray Visitor's Guide
and fear no more!

•

Jason remained hospitalized
Monday in critical condition in the
burn unit of Shriner's Hospital for
Children in Boston.
Lind's 14-year-old friend was
arrested Saturday and charged with
reckless endangerment. Police
would not identify the suspect because he is a juvenile. Another teen
who looked on was not charged.
"Jackass" features an array of
pranks and stunts. In Friday's episode, show creator Johnny Knoxville donned a fire-resistant suit
hung with steaks.

The exact blend is a secret as well
kept as the- formula for Coca-Cola.
The recipe is known by only a
handful of people in the world, all
of whom have signed confidentiality contracts, according to KFC's
website.
In putting the recipe together,
one company blends a mix that represents only a part of the recipe.
Another company blends the remainder. with neither company
ever having the complete recipe.
The Settles were considering
selling the planner through an auction house, but first they contacted
KFC to see whether the company
could verify that the recipe was
authentic. Settle said.
"They didn't say anything at the
time. They just sent this court
document to us,- she said.
Last week, KFC filed a sealed
lawsuit in Shelby County Circuit
Court asking that the piece of paper
found by the Settles be given to the
company.
The judge handling the case,
William Stewart. said he plans to
sign an order unsealing the lawsuit
on Monday. The Sanders datebook
is now in a courthouse safe.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Monday,
Jan. 29. 2001 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Markel Report Includes I Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 0 Est. 25 Barrows & Gilts $1.00
higher Sows steads
535.00 • 36.00
US 1-3 230-260 lbs
$31.00- 35.00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs
$29.00 - .4.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs
525.00. 3200.
US 1.2 200-215 lbs.
Sows
522.00. 24.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$24.00 - 26.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
$26.00 - 30.00
US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
$5000 .34.00
US 1.3 525 & up lbs
$20.00. 22.00
2-3 300.500 lbs.
Boars $14.00

4,

Good Jan. 29 - Feb. 3

.SALE ON SELECTED
STICKERS
•SCRAPBOOK PAPER
BUY 4 GET 5th FOR

FREE!

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
EVENING
Pick 3:
5-9-9

Pick 4:
7-6-2-9
Cash 5:
5-23-24-25-29

Hrs. 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tues.-Fri
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Sat.
Closed Monday

901-644-0055
Cl. Square • Paris, TN

Shell

77--IS

E)

J.C.(Billy) Mahan

Mrs. Tennie Colson
Mrs. Tennie Colson, 92, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray, died Friday. Jan.
26. 2001, at 640 p.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She had retired from Murray State University after 23 years of service.
She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Her husband, HuIan Colson, one son. Odell Colson, four sisters and six
brothers all preceded her in death. Born Sept. 27, 1908, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Lewis Mathis and Mary Casteel
Mathis.
Mrs. Colson is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Opal Sneed, and a
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Ruby Colson, both of Memphis. Tenn.; one son, Arthur Colson. Nicholasville; nine grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Murray-Calloway
Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry Evans will officiate. Burial will follow in Temple Hill Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home

Mrs. Jane Parker Clayton
Mrs. Jane Parker Clayton, 90, Buchanan, Tenn., died Friday. Jan. 26.
2001, at 6 p.m. at Bethany Health Care, Nashville, Tenn.
She was a member of Mt. Pleasant United Methodist Church.
Her husband, Wilburn Clayton. one daughter, Julia Francis Clayton,
one son, Bobby Gerald Clayton, three sisters, Maude Winchester, Eunice
Outland and Dora Mae Bucy, and four brothers, Charlie, Napoleon and
James Hal Parker and Herbert Bramlett, all preceded her in death. Born
Oct. 8, 1910, she was the daughter of the late Thomas Parker and Nora
Skelton Parker.
Mrs. Clayton is survived by one son. Thomas Richard Clayton and
wife. Carmy. Nashville, Tenn.; daughter-in-law, Mrs. Shelia L. Clayton,
Buchanan, Tenn.; one brother, W.A. Parker and wife, Thyra, Springfield,
Mo.; seven grandchildren, Joey Clayton, Ronnie Clayton, Terry Clayton,
Tim Clayton, Cathy Lowe. Cindy Clayton and Cindy Bailey; nine greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. The Rev. Robert McKinney will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joey, Ronnie, Tim and Terry Clayton and George
and Kyle Lowe. Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Mrs. Dorothy Marelle Swift
Mrs. Dorothy MareIle Swift, 80, Paducah. died Saturday. Jan. 27, 2001,
at 8:45 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Born at Kirksey in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
Thomas Gaylon Swift and Ella Trevathan Swift. Two brothers also preceded her in death.
A member of West End Baptist Church, Paducah, she was a waitress
and a sitter with the elderly.
Survivors include one brother, Ottis Swift, Paducah; several nieces and
nephews.
Graveside services will be today at 2 p.m. at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah. The Rev. Bob Swift, her nephew, will officiate. Milner &
Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Grace Medical Clinic, 211
South Eighth St., Mayfield, KY 42066.

F. William Nelson
F. William Nelson, 69, Puryear, Tenn., died Friday. Jan. 26, 2001, at
10:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was the son of the late John William Nelson and Mildred Doolen
Nelson.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Louise Fowler; three daughters, Mrs.
Lori Campbell and husband. Terry, and Mrs. Nancy Skenc and husband.
Bob, all of Dundee. N.Y., and Mrs. Robin Smith and husband, Daniel.
Naples. Fla.; one son, Gary Nelson, Dundee, N.Y.; one stepdaughter, Ms
Sally Fowler, Puryear; two stepsons, Robert Fowler and wife, Jennifer.
Virginia, and one stepson, John Fowler, Puryear; one sister, Mrs. Patsy
Weber, and one brother, James Nelson, both of Illinois; four grandchildren, Jason Campbell, Jennifer Conklin, Susan Conklin and Tessa Fowler,
three stepgrandsons. Jack Drake, Russell Boardman and Jacob Fowler;
one great-granddaughter, Sarah Campbell.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but no
services are scheduled.
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John Wayne Rushing

J.C. (Billy) Mahan, 76, St. Rt. 121 South. Murray, died Sunday. Jan.
28, 2001, at 9:15 p.m. at his home.
A retired brick mason, he was a Navy veteran of World War It. A
member of Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons, he
was also a member of Temple Hill United Methodist Church but attended
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Born May 21, 1924, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Nowlin Mahan and Mynie Todd Mahan. One brother, J.R. Mahan, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Libby P'Pool Mahan, to whom he was
married Aug. 23, 1959; one daughter, Mrs. Ellen Dale and husband, Bill,
Murray; three stepsons, Skip Ginn, Eddyville, and Tim Ginn and wife. Sonya, and David Ginn and wife, Becky, all of Cerulean; one sister, Mrs.
Ruby D. Hale, Murray; 10 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Eunice Mae Miller
Mrs. Eunice Mae Miller, 94, South 12th Street, Murray, died Sunday,
Jan. 28, 2001, at 11:15 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray.
Her husband, Walter Miller. one sister. Mable Edmonds, and three
brothers, Joe Hargis, Wilford Hargis and Fred Hargis, all preceded her in
death. Born March 3, 1906, in Bumpus Mills, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late William Shadrack Hargis and Margaret Lillian Bums Hargis.
Mrs. Miller is survived by three sons, Jay Miller and wife, Jo Ann.
Benton, Tip Miller and wife, Betty, Murray, and Jack Miller and wife,
Janice, Nacogdoches, Texas; one sister, Mrs. Kathryn Elizabeth Lassiter,
Benton; seven grandchildren; six great-grandchildren; one great-greatgrandchild.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

John Wayne Rushing, 52. Mayfield, died Friday. Jan. 26, 2001, at 9
p.m. at his home.
He had been an employee of Youngblood's Super Market, Mayfield,
for 28 years. He was a member of Northside Church of Christ, Jackson
Purchase Hospital Auxiliary and of Senior Friends, Mayfield.
Mr. Rushing is survived by his mother. Mrs. Hallie Owens, Mayfield;
one sister, Mrs. Brenda Bucy, Murray; her grandmother, Mrs. Opal Gross,
Cuba; two nieces.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Will McSweeney will officiate. Burial will follow in
Cuba Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Grace Hooper Duke
Mrs. Grace Hooper Duke, 88. Benton. died Saturday. Jan. 27, 2001, at
Britthaven of Benton.
She was a member of Benton Church of Christ.
Her husband, Everett Boone Duke, one grandson. Joshua Wayne Noles,
two sisters and one brother all preceded her in death. She was the daughter
of the late William Luther Hooper and Ethel Minirva Howard.
Mrs. Duke is survived by two daughters. Mrs. Alice Noles. Benton, and
Mrs. Shelia Morris, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Hlnda Littlejohn, Calvert
City; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral
Home, Benton. Gene Gilliland and Gary Knuckles are officiating. Burial
will follow in Benton Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital. P.O. Box 3704, Memphis, TN 38173-0704.

Remains found in Texas
Though Beverly stopped short
of confirming the identity of the
bodies, he said officials believe the
search is over.
"The likelihood of three individuals walking around here, one of
which has a hip replacement, and
the trauma and marks we see on the
bones, it's a better than even
chance" the remains belong to the
O'Hair family, he said.
It could take weeks to identify
the remains, which were found
about 2 feet down and layered on
top of each other. DNA tests and
dental records will be used. Investigators also will try to match the serial number on the metal hip to
O'Hair's medical records.
Investigators also found a skull
and hands in the grave, buried
separately_from the other remains. _
The body of Danny Fry, one of
the suspects in an alleged plot to
kidnap, rob and kill the O'Hair
family, was found near Dallas in
1995 with the head and hands severed.

CAMP WOOD, Texas (AP)For years, federal investigators believed Madalyn Murray O'Hair was
killed. They just couldn't prove it.
But the weekend discovery of
human remains in a shallow grave
on a ranch suggest the long investigation into the atheist leader's 1995
disappearance may be near an end.
Investigators believe O'Hair, her
son Jon Garth Murray and adopted
granddaughter, Robin Murray
O'Hair, were killed, dismembered
and dumped on the private, 5,000
acre ranch in south Texas.
A metal artificial hip and three
skulls were unearthed Sunday near
the same area where other human
bones had been found a day earlier.
"The bones indicate three sets of
human remains," said Roderick
Beverly, spetial agent in charge of
the FBI's San Antonio office. "All
appeared to have their legs cut off."
O'Hair had a hip replacement
operation several years before her
disappearance.
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Frederick Ogden BaileyMurray, died

Frederick Ogden Bailey, 84, Detroit, Mich., formerly of
Wednesday. Jan. 24, 2001, at Elmwood Geriatric Nursing Home, Detroit.
Mr. Bailey graduated from Murray High School, West Kentucky Vocational School and Chicago Training School. He was an Army veteran of
World War II and was the first African-American drafted from Calloway
County. He was a member of a lodge of Free and Accepted Masons and of
Wayman Chapel A.M.E. Church, Murray.
His wife. Mrs. Evelyn Emma Bailey. one sister and two brothers all
preceded him in death. Born in Murray. he was the son of the late Charlie
C. Bailey and Monnie Mae Hudspeth Bailey.
Mr. Bailey is survived by one son, Howard Frederick Bailey, Detroit.
Mich.: seven grandchildren, one uncle and two cousins.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
Church, Murray. The Rev. Lester Peoples will officiate. Burial will follow
in Murray City Cemetery with arrangements by Mundy Funeral Home of
Paducah.
in Tuesday.
li! he at the church after
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Dying for consolidation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An
extremely modest effort by the
General Assembly to encourage
some of Kentucky's 120 counties
to consolidate died last year under
the weight of provincialism and partisanship.
Rep. Charles Geveden, D-Wickliffe, is back this year with an
even more diffident undertaking.
Though it could have better luck
in the General Assembly, history
and politics weigh against any likelihood of, fewer counties in the
foreseeable future.
Geveden started out with a plan
last year that would let voters in
counties decide independently if
they wanted to merge. Both counties would have to agree, thereby
preventing the kind of big-fisheats-little-fish scare tactic that opponents have long used. If the marriage went through, the newly
merged government would be eligible for up to $.5 million in state
incentives and get extra points in
the scoring system for some additional federal grants.
The plan passed the House but,
in keeping with the fish analogy,
was gutted in the Senate. Even
though the money would only have
been needed in the unlikely event
of a merger and would have been
available only if there was a surplus. Senate Republicans took all
the money out.
"When you take away the carrot, when you take away the money,
you take away any real incentive
for counties to look at merger,"
Geveden said at the time.
Geveden's proposal already
before the House this year has no
mention of financial incentives,
only the simplified petition and
referendum process for consolidation.
"If we get in this time, and
maybe get the funding in '02 or
'04 or sometime, the pot of gold
will be out there for those who
wish to do it,- Geveden said in
an interview last week.
Even if there was a vote for
merger. Geveden's plan would delay
any actual merging until after the

CAPITOL THOUGHTS
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MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
terms of the incumbent officeholders expired, a scheme designed
to lessen some of the opposition.
Geveden said there has been
some interest in mergers among
counties that have seen populations and tax bases shrink. "I do
think when the financial incentives were junked,some of the interest waned," Geveden said.
Even harsh fiscal reality may have a hard time overcoming tradition and political protectionism
when it comes to county consolidation.
Historian Robert M. Ireland
writes in the Kentucky Encyclopedia that the original reason for
having so many counties — so
residents were within a day's buggy
ride of the county seat — became
corrupted, as things so often can.
"...by the 1820s, politics and land
speculation began to figure in the
process of county proliferation,"
Ireland said.
Residents who became disenchanted with the politics of one
county could simply petition the
legislature to create another. Also,
"the value of a farmer's land would
be greatly enhanced if it became
the site of the seat of a new county," Ireland said.
Some of the reasons for new
counties that might have seemed
reasonable at the time are now
little more than historical anachronisms. When residents of the southern end of Ballard County found
they couldn't cross Mayfield Creek
during times of high water, they
successfully petitioned for the creation of Carlisle County in 1886.
The counties now have a combined population of about 14,000
and courthouses in Bardwell and
Wickliffe that are about eight miles

apart.
Kentucky started out with only
three counties in 1780 when it
was still a part of Virginia. By
1792, the year of statehood, the
number had grown to 16. There
were 42 counties by 1800.
Kentucky's number of counties
is the third highest total among
all the states. The last county was
formed in 1912 when pieces of
Pulaski, Wayne and Whitley counties were carved out to create
McCreary County.
On average, only Rhode Island
has smaller counties than Kentucky. Only Georgia and Texas
have more counties than Kentucky.
Even some of Kentucky's small
counties are tiny by comparison.
The average size is 335 square
miles, but Robertson County
encompasses only 100 square miles.
The Atlas of Kentucky notes a
longstanding recommendation that
the state should have perhaps only
12 to 15 couaties.
"Given the state's history and
a political culture in which power
often accrues to those who control county jobs, this change may
be difficult, perhaps impossible,
to realize," the Atlas concludes.
Actually, while the legislature
has the power to create counties,
it can also eliminate them. That
hasn't happened.
Rockcastle County Judge-Executive George Carlos Carloftis said
small counties benefit the people.
In Rockcastle County. residents
can walk in any time to meet with
county officials, he said.
"I'm an opponent of this issue
because the end result will be that
government is separated from the
people," Carloftis said.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 20 - Star Tribune, Minneapolis, on President George W. Bush:
Today George W. Bush becomes this nation's
president, bringing to Washington a fresh administration with an inherent potential to mend partisan and cultural rifts.
As he takes the oath of office, all Americans
will honor the title and,the man, but many will
do so with varying degrees of reservation. For the
skeptics, it's not simply that they preferred Al
Gore or harbor Florida resentments; it's also that
Bush remains a cipher.
Today, the primary question about him remains
the one asked during the GOP national convention
last summer: Which Republican Party is Bush
bringing to the White House? Is it the divisive
party of Newt Gingrich and Tom DeLay, or is it
the party of the new president's father — conservative. yes, but only moderately so. and above all,
civil. ...
Bush's claim to legitimacf is far more tenuous
than Clinton's, yet he is repeating Clinton's mistake. In gintnn's case it was gays in the military
and his Hillary-led effort to remake the American
health care system.
In Bush's case it is Ashcroft and Norton and
Bush's embrace of the religious right. Bush probably will win where Clinton lost: Ashcroft and

Norton are likely to be confirmed. And we are
glad to see no signs that the Democrats intend to
give Bush the kind of brutal treatment Clinton
received at GOP hands.
But make no mistake: The divisions in America are real, and in the run-up to his inauguration,
Bush has done more to aggravate than heal. them.
If he truly means to unite, his inaugural words
must be followed soon by unifying deeds.
Jan. 21
The Times-Picayune, New Orleans, on Bill
Clinton:
On his last full day in office, Bill Clinton admitted — sort of — what everyone in the country
already knew.
In exchange for assurances from Independent
Counsel Robert Ray that he will not be. prosecuted, Mr. Clinton acknowledged that he made false
statements while testifying about his affair with
Monica Lewinsky. He also gave up his law license
for five years and agreed to a $25,000 fine.
Compared -with the alternatives, Mr. Clinton
received a light punishment. And even his admission of guilt was classically Clintonesque. "I tried
to walk a line between acting la6ifully and testifying falsely," he said, "but I now recognize that
I did not fully accomplish this goal."
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 23 - Yomiuri Shimbun, Tokyo, on JapanIj.S. alliance:
The Japan-U.S. security relationship enters a
new phase at the outset of the administration of
U.S. President George Bush.
Now that the new U.S. government has presented a policy of returning the Japan-U.S. alliance
to the center of the U.S. security strategy in East
Asia, the Japan-U.S. alliance will have more strategic importance than before.
The era in which Japan could rely solely on
the United States for its security without making
greater contributions ended long ago.
The new U.S. administration has also shown its
willingness to promote strategic dialogue with Japan.
This is because the Bush administration has judged
that Japan would respond positively and that it
can expect Japan to play a power-sharing role.
In this instance, it is indispensable for Japan to
present its own vision of a security order in the
Asia-Pacific region based on its long-term interests
and the Japan-U.S. security setup, covering diplomatic policies regarding China, North Korea and
Russia.
Jan. 21 - The Jordan Times, Amman, on
President George W. Bush:
As the head of the world's only superpower
George W. Bush took over not only with a national agenda filled with challenges and delicate decisions, but also a global agenda packed with urgent
measures and responsibilities.
At home, he will first have to deliver on his
promise to narrow divisions and bring national reconciliation after the most disputed presidential elections in America's modern history and a bitter
court battle that has left many voters frustrated.
In foreign policy, many believe that the new administration will be far less active than the previous
one, although we wish that Bush will maintain his
predecessor's personal involvement in the peace
processes in Ireland and the Middle East.
During his eight years in office, Clinton failed
to reach a Palestinian-Israeli deal, but indeed went
farther than any other president in trying to reconcile Israel and the Palestinians.
He was the first American president to visit the
Palestinians self-rule areas and to speak of Palestinian statehood.
Let us hope that Bush will pick up from where

Clinton left.
Jan. 22 - New Straits Times, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, on Malaysia-US relations:
The historically good relations between Malaysia
and the U.S. were unfortunately strained in recent
years because of certain incidents.
However, relations can be improved if we are
prepared to put the past behind us and, as the
saying goes, 'let bygones be bygones.' Malaysia is
looking forward to a new beginning in its relationship with the U.S. under the new Bush Administration.
There are things that we share in common, such
as out commitment to free enterprise and the legal
system, which is based on the British tradition.
Many of our educated people are exposed to the
strengths of America's educational system and its
cultural values.
But at the same time, they are also aware of
the weaknesses and negative side of the U.S., such
as its high crime rate and racial prejudices.
Jan. 24 - The Guardian, London, on Putin
and Chechnya
A halt to Vladimir Putin's criminal war against
the Chechen people is long overdue. Even the
Russian president cannot any longer pretend that
his policy of suppression and annihilation is working. Unofficial estimate suggest that 6,500 Russian
serviceman have died and at least 20,000 have
been injured in "anti-terrorist" operations that began
16 months ago. Civilian casualties are in the
uncounted tens of thousands.
Mr. Putin's decision to place the main KGB
successor agency, the FSB, in charge in Chechnya,
and to withdraw some troops, may mean that the
indiscriminate allay bombardments of civilian areas
that usually follow Chechen attacks will in time
be reduced. But it also means a switch of tactics
towards what Mr. Putin's spokesman calls "neutralization and elimination" — in other words,
state-sponsored terrorism and assassination. Yet
more than that, Mr. Putin's decree is a silent admission of defeat ... The truth is that his clumsy use
of brute force has proved to be a disaster for all
concerned and is the shame of all Russia.
It is time for this pointless carnage to end. Russia's leader should stop shooting, start talking, and
prove he is not just a thug in a sharp suit.

About unity and union
President Bush's Inaugural
Address was the best speech of
his life.
He sought to stir what is best
in the hearts of every American.
The speech lacked hubris, but
exhibited humility. It acknowledged
flaws in individuals, but lauded
our national character.
And it elevated eternal principles in a way that did not judge
the administration just passed, but
transcended parties and politics to
stir the possibilities for success, contentment and hope that are in each
of us.
He spoke of civility, which Bush
said he intends to practice, calling it "not a tactic or a sentiment. It is the determined choice
of trust over cynicism, of community over chaos."
President Bush has repeatedly
spoken of unity, but unity's definition shows the difficulty he will
have bringing it about: "the quality or state of not being multiple."
Contemporary Americans, perhaps more than at any time in a
century, are multiple political personalities.
We ask government to do too
much and complain when it accomplishes too little. We project on
government responsibilities that
should first be our own and lament
the loss of community. The president spoke to this when he said,
"Compassion is the work of a
nation, not just a government.
And some needs and hurts are so
deep they will only respond to a
mentor's touch or a pastor's prayer."
Bush again pledged that religious
leaders and organizations "will have
_an honored place in our plans and
laws."
President Bush has a unique
opportunity to do something few
presidents before him have been
able to do.

CAL'S THOUGHTS

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
He just might be able to change dictate to this president. How about
the wind direction in Washington. a new generation of black leaders
For more than six decades, the with a track record of really helpwind has been blowing from the ing people, instead of the bunch
nation's capital toward the rest of we have had to contend with,
which is mostly interested in helpthe country.
Programs and policies that have ing themselves to the goodies at
originated here are steeped in the the political trough.
Rather than wasting energy batarrogance that Washington knows
best. The bloated government and tling those in Congress and in the
record spending with debatable media who will disagree with him
results are ample testimony to the (which allows his opponents to
abject poverty of Washington-think. claim theirs is the only standard
What Bush should, and I believe by which all ideas should be meawill do, is focus less on programs sured), Bush should repeatedly feaand more on people; less on pol- ture flesh-and-blood evidence showing why his ideas work.
itics and more on results.
People who have benefited from
He will start this week with
his education proposals. which are tax cuts and education choice and
designed to put children and what life-giving reproductive choice
they learn ahead of teachers unions should be regularly and constantand the political power they covet. ly put before the public so their
What children know at the end stories might be heard and people
of their formal education ought to convinced that what the President
be fundamental, not the amount is doing is right and good.
He can invite conservative and
of money spent or the number of
union members who are pleased. moderate Democrats to join him,
For too long we have misplaced isolating the party's decrepit libour priorities, emphasizing every- eral wing.
When political power and presthing but schoolchildren and test
scores have shown how much we tige are at stake, don't look for
liberal Democrats to go gently into
have failed.
In the area of race. Bush can political hibernation. They will haul
relegate the tired old civil rights out all the old canards, from racism,
establishment to the back burner to insensitivity, to "helping the
and start elevating to prominence wealthy at the expense of the
black pastors who have real church- poor." Bush should refuse to play
es and minority entrepreneurs and that game. Instead, he should
political leaders who have resumes announce new rules and start playdetailing their .actual accomplish- ing by them in order to achieve
ments. The so-'called "civil rights a more perfect union, out of which
establishment" has not been might come at least some of the
ordained or elected by anyone to unity he and others desire.
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Letters...
• Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray. KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (270)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mIt(Omurrayledger.com

The "Heart ot America Winter
Pull" attracted over 200 antique
tractor pullers to Murray Jan. 1214.
The National Antique Tractor
Pullers Association (NATPA) sanctioned event brought pullers from
Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana,
Tennessee, Missouri, and Kentucky
to Murray. Participants competed
in 43 classes within four divisions
in the three-day event, held at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
The antique tractor pull was
presented by the Kiwanis Club of
Murray, and sponsored by the Green
River Antique Machinery Association (GRAMA).
Over 500 people turned out for
the weekend's activities, which
included tractors pulling in 43 classes within four divisions.
According to NATPA rules, the
antique tractors must remain stock,
bum only the type of fuel (regular gasoline or diesel) originally
intended for the engine of the tractor, and all tractors must be 1957
model or older.
Ginger
GRAMA Secretary
Mauzy said the pull was the best
attended event of the season for
her group.
"The Murray Kiwanis did a

The Farm Service Agency is
now accepting applications for the
Crop Disaster Program. Farmers
are eligible for compensation for
2000 crop losses directly attributed to adverse weather and related conditions.
To be eligible, farmers must
have lost at least 35 percent of
their 2000 crops because of nat-

The bluebird nesting season begins around the middle of March in
Kentucky and continues until Aug.
I. Here are a few tips to draw bluebirds to your backyard during the
coming year.
• Find an open space in your
yard not close to shrubs or trees. If
possible, place 60 feet from regular
human traffic. Bluebirds love wide
open spaces.
• Build or buy a bluebird approved nesting box. A good bluebird box should be well ventilated.
watertight, have.drainage holes in
bottom, be easy to monitor and be
easy to clean. Treated lumber
should not be used because of its
toxic content.
NEVER put a perch on a bluebird box. Nesting box plans are
available at the Kentucky Bluebird
Society.
• Never attach a bluebird nesting
box to a tree. They will hardly ever
choose that box to build their nest.
You want to make your box as inviting as possible, and if you don't.
they will just go somewhere else to
nest.
• Mount the bluebird nest box on
a freestanding pole if possible. This
can be a wooden pole or a metal
pipe. Three-fourths electrical conduit works well, but any smooth
scrap round pipe will also work.
If you are in an area where raccoons are present, then you need to
grease the pipe so they can't climb
up and raid the box. A wooden post
needs to be wrapped from the box
down for about two feet with some
aluminum flashing or PVC pipe.
, • The entrance hole of the nest
ing box should be at least four foci
above the ground
• Get the nesting box in place by
Feb. 15 if at all possible because
bluebirds are present in the area at
that time. They will locate these
boxes several weeks before they begin to mate and build nest.
If you have any questions or
comments, please let me know at:

PETS OF WE ...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter, located on Shelter Lane off East
Sycamore Str et, features this Border Collie female, one year old named Angle, left, this
Tabby femal cat, three months old, named Abby, center, and this Australian Shepherd
male dog,
ven months old, named Bala, among the many animals available for adopKiwanis of Murray President Brenda Call (left) welcomed tion. Shelter officials urge persons to call the shelter if they have lost of found an aniGRAMA officers Sharon Barnett, Ginger Mauzy, Jeff Mauzy, mal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3
and NATPA officials to the "Heart of America Winter Pull" p.m. Saturday and closed on Sunday. For information call 753-4141.
held recently in Murray.
really good job of getting the word
out for this pull," said Mauzy.
Murray Kiwanis President Brenda Call was also very pleased with
the results of the event.
"We really enjoyed working
with the folks from GRAMA. They
did an excellent job of organizing
the pulls and getting the pullers

ural disasters. The crop yields established for Calloway County include:
Wheat-49 bu, Corn-114 bu, Soybeans-35 bu, Popcorn=3200 lb, Burley-2056 lb. Dark Air Cured-2896
lb, Dark Fire Cured-3048 lb.
To make funding available to
eligible producers as soon as possible, payments will be issued
when a complete application is

to come to Murray," said Call.
"We look forward to working with
them again next year."
The Kiwanis Club of Murray was
in charge of attendance and publicity.
Proceeds from attendance fees
will benefit local Kiwanis projects.

approved. Disaster benefits are limited to $80,000 per person. No
one with an annual gross income
of $2.5 million or more in the
1999 tax year is eligible.
As a condition of receiving benefits under the crop disaster program. any producer who elected
not to purchase crop insurance on
a 2000 crop will be required to
purchase crop insurance for 2001
and 2002.
Information on a crop insurance premium discount is available from crop insurance agents.

The tobacco production season
just around the corner, with tobacco closely being ready to be
seeded into greenhouses and other
start-up work to begin.
A tobacco production meeting
will be held Feb. 6 at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center. The
meeting will begin at 6:30 p.m.,
and will include a meal for folks attending the gathering.
The program this year will include remarks by Will Ed Clark,
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, and Dr. Bill
Maksymowicz. University of Kentucky Tobacco Specialist, located
at the Princeton Research Station.
Many components must be implemented by tobacco producers to
help in adequate tobacco production. Aspects in production of tobacco discussed will include herbicides, insecticides and irrigation.
is

AGRICULTURE UPDATE
-!
GERALD CLAYWELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
Also, Dr. Maksymowicz will pects of tobacco production require
give updates on his research that producers to stay in tune with the
has been conducted on the-U.K. --latest information coming to the
Research and Education Center in area.
Remember to mark your calenPrinceton, as well as area on-farm
dars for Feb. 6 to enjoy a good
demonstrations.
meal sponsored by United States
Production meetings are deTobacco Limited Partnership and
signed to give producers the latest
listen to the latest information
information concerning a particular
available to the tobacco producer.
agricultural enterprise. Many as-

Receive 3.,000
Box 3425. Paducah, KY 42002 or
e-mail: kybluebirds@hcis.net
Please help us help the bluebirds by
becoming a member of KBS. We
memwould he happy to send
bership application.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

7.00%
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HomeChoice " Rate Plans, sio per month thereafter

(January,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000o.Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for details

Kentucky Bluebird Society. P.O.
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First birthday celebrated
Olivia Bnanne Rose celebrated
her first birthday with a party on
Jan. 13 at Pagliai's. Thirty-five
persons were present.
Children attending were Chelsea
Bradshaw, Ashley Shropshire,
Bradley Kelso, Sidney Kelso, Hannah Derby, Jarad Ray, Hannah
Ray. Madison Gupton, Felix Cox,
Danielle Dunnaway, Patrick Dunnaway and Drake Dunnaway.
Olivia was born Jan. 11, 2000,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She is the daughter of Brian
and Marisa Rose and the sister
of Chelsea Bradshaw.
Her grandparents are Jim and
Linda Shropshire and Gary Nance,
all of Murray, and Kelly and Barbara Rose of Paris, Tenn.
Her great-grandparents are Joe
and Kathleen Smith, Warren and
Ginny Shropshire and the late
William and Mary Majors, all of

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Sandy Linn, youth services librarian at Calloway County
Public Library, continues with her specially planned activities
for the preschoolers.
"Mice" is the theme of this week's programs. On Tuesday
Toddler, ages 12 to 24 months, and Adult meets at 9:30 a.m.
and Story Hour for ages 3 to 6 meets at 10:30 a.m. Wednesday events include Parents and Twos, ages 23 to 36 months, at
9:30 a.m. and another Story Hour at 10:30 a.m.
There is no charge for the programs but pre-registration is
encouraged. To register a child or for more information call the
library at 753-2288.

Parent Power on Tuesday

OLIVIA B. ROSE

Parent Power will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at University Church
of Christ (rear entrance). The new focus of the series is asset
building with the program theme Tuesday being "Role Models and
Peer Influence" to be presented by Janeann Turner. There is no
charge for participation. Free children's activities, refreshments and
door prizes are also provided, for information call Trish Barton at
762-7333.

Murray, and the late Pascal! Nance
of Bell City.

er speaks to club
Robin Taffler, director of Main Street Murray,
was speaker at a luncheon meeting of Murray Rotary
Club held at Pagliai's.
Tallier showed slides of plans for the future,
progress made so far, and how it all impacts the
whole community.
She also explained the various grants and how
the money was being spent on the project.
A question and answer period followed her talk.
For more information about Main Street Murray
call 759-9474.

Singles will meet Tuesday

TAFFLER

I have lost 54 lbs, 38 inches & gone
from size 24 to 12!
"I was diagnosed with Type II
Diabetes over three years ago. My
liver and kidneys were damaged and!
was a cardiac arrest waiting to happen. It's been over a year now since!
joined Curves. I no longer take
rnsulin injections or any other diabet,q. itie2ications. Im grateful for the
,lew outlook that comes with losing
,‘ eight andfirming up.-

Jj
4,

759-3400

"50 minute fitness & weight loss centers"

sectwn'vsaccrorn
Through°
The Store

CCMS Council will meet

Roxie L. Smith and David Nolan Lax announce their engagement
and approaching marriage.
Miss Smith is the daughter of Ted and Francine Smith of Poplar
Bluff, Mo. Her grandparents are Mrs. Roxie Smith of Murray and
John and Sylvia Larniore of Donathan, Mo.
Mr. Lax is the son of Kenneth and Sue Ann Lax of Murray. His
grandparents are Mrs. Rachel Adams and Mr. and Mrs. John Lax, all
of Murray.
The wedding ceremony will be Saturday. Feb. 10. 2001, at 2 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ.
A reception will follow in the multi-purpose room of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

.4?

Bridal
Registry

Curves®
for women
1C eavanc
ieced
ut
With Item

Smith and Lax vows
will be said Feb. 10

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will have a Policy/Procedure workshop on Wednesday at
4 p.m. in the school media-center, according to Cloyd Bumgardner, principal.

Oaks' ladies plan event
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Wednesday at 9:39 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Doris Rose, phone
753-3690.

Neighborhood Watch tonight
New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet Monday at 7 p.m.
at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church. Speakers will he Magistrate
Steve Lax and Sheriff Stan Scott. This is for all residents of the
area.

ADH Support group tonight

*30 Minute Total Workout
• Quickfit® does both Strength
!raining, which protects lean muscle &
helps maintain wt. loss, and
Cardiovascular training, which burns
bodylat & conditions the heart
*Women Only
• Friendly, Caring Environment
*Wt. Loss Guidance • Same place.
one price
•Burns 300% morefat than
walking or jogging

Our

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the main conference room of Calloway Inn. This will be
"Game and Joke" night. This is for all singles whether widowed,
divorced or never married. For information call Barbara at 4365032, Vicky after 4 p.m. at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Roxie Smith and David Lax

1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

MurraT's

Pier I Imports
is pleased to have
Debbie Dameron
recent bride of
Kim Dameron
join our
bridal registry.
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FINAL DAYS
*
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
.

t40

Attention Deficit Hyperactive Support Group will meet Monday
at 6 p.m. at the building at 415 South Fourth St., Murray. For
information call Dale Owens, psychological associate, at 759-9820.

Democrats to meet tonight
Calloway County Democrats will meet Monday at 7 p.m. in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Paul Randolph, 759-2560.

Volunteers are needed
LifeHouse Walk-For-Life 2001 committees are being formed and
volunteers are needed. The walk will be Saturday, March 31. The
first meeting for volunteers will be Monday, Jan. 29, at 6:30 p.m.
For information call LifeHouse at 753-0700.

Red Cross meeting Tuesday
The annual meeting of Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will be Tuesday from noon to 1 p.m. at Boulders
Restaurant, Murray. The chapter has temporarily located to the Hospital Foundation Building at 1003 Poplar St. Office hours are 8:30
a.m. to 3 p.m. and the telephone number is 753-1421, according
to Jean Masthay. executive director of the chapter.

West View plans activities
134"110014
r.:

CLEARANCE SALE ENDS SUNDAY. FEB. 4Thi

West View Nursing Home has planned activities for its residents. Tuesday events will be Sensory Games at 8:30 a.m., Coffee
Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU Visits at 6:30 p.m

Glendale lists events
811"1"113
*

uP

1
3
101111 111111/MIS" *RED %.E

UNIVERSITY PLAZA • 1205B CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY, KY

Glendale Place has planned activities for its residents. Events
Tuesday include Blessings at 8:30 a.m., Exercise at 9 a.m., Banks
and Grocery at 9:30 a.m. and Evening Reflections at 4 p.m.
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HEALTH
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

Community Events
DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
THURSDAY, FEB. 1 & FRIDAY, FEB. 2
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. Third Floor Education Unit
A two-day course on diabetes self-management will be held for persons with diabetes. Topics
such as nutrition, exercise, medications, foot, skin and dental care and more will be covered.
Pre-registration is required. For more information or to register, contact Certified Diabetes
Educator Ann Ingle, R.N., C.D.E., at (270) 762-1398.

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the classes
listed here as part of our Miracle Moments
Maternity Service. Pre-registration is required for
all classes. For more information, to arrange for a
personalized tour of the Miracle Moments Maternity Unit or to
pre-register for any classes, call(270)762-1425.

DIABETES WINTER GET-TO-GETHER FOR CHILDREN & ADOLESCENCE

MURRAY-Feb.Preparvd Childbirth

MURRAY-MarthliepuredChildbirth

SATURDAY, FEB. 3
Noon to 4 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
11,1\ v()ur picture taken with Artie the Heart and then join him for lunch at the Center for
ikaitli ;_y. Wellness. A Wellness Center Exercise Specialist will speak on "Keeping Active in the
Winter" and give a tour of the facility. And don't forget your towel and swim wear! We're going
swimming! For more information or to register, contact Certified Diabetes Educator Ann Ingle,
R.N., C.D.E., at(270) 762-1398.
.

MON., FEB., 5, 12, 19 & 26
7-9 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness

MON., MARCH 5, 12, 19 & 26
7-9 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness

HERBAL MEDICINES- WHAT I CAN AND CANNOT TAKE
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7
Noon to 12:30 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
MCCH's series, Mysteries of Medicines, continues with this special program,
Herbal Medicines- What I can and cannot take. This program is taught by
an MCCH pharmacist.
Pre-registration is required. For more information or to register, call
Community Outreach Nurse, Mary Cody, R.N. at (270) 762-1248.

T

he hospital's Health Express will be offering blood
pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at its stops during the month of February.
Under most circumstances, cholesterol and triglyceride levels should be checked every five years. A cholesterol and triglyceride screening is FREE to every
Health Express patron once every five years. More

COOPER CLAYTON SMOKING CESSATION

frequent testing requires a doctors' written prescription and costs $15.00.
The cholesterol(HDULDL)and triglyceride screening
requires a food fast (water only) for 14 hours.
These screenings are offered to detect disease in its
earliest stages when there are no symptoms of disease.
If you are experiencing symptoms, you should see your
physician.

THURSDAY, FEB. 8 - APRIL 26
5:30 - 6:30 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness (716 Poplar Street)
If you are ready to quit smoking, but need some extra motivation,
then join us for this highly successful and well-respected program.
The program includes 12 sessions and stresses behavior
,det
modification.
The classes are sponsored by MCCH Center for Health &
Wellness, Purchase Area Health Education ,Consortium and
the Purchase District Health Department- Calloway County
Center. There is a $10 fee. Pre-registration is required. For
more information or to register, contact Community
Outreach Nurse, Mary Cody, R.N. at (270) 762-1248.

THURSDAY, FEB. 1
Murray
Save-A-Lot
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEB. 6
• Puryear, TN
Senior Citizen's Center
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Hazel
Dee's Bank
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
FRIDAY, FEB. 9
• Murray
Kroger
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

CHOCOLATE- EAT TIL YOUR HEARTS CONTENT
THURSDAY, FEB. 8
Noon to 12:30 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness
Valentines Day is a day for hearts, love and most
importantly CHOCOLATE! Do you feel guilty about
indulging your chocolate cravings? Please join us for this
seminar and learn about the healthful benefits of
occasionally giving your body the chocolate that it wants. ChocolateEat Til Your Hearts Content is taught by Registered Dietitian Rebecca Wright, M.S., R.D.,
L.D. For more information or to register, contact the Community Outreach Nurse Mary Cody,
R.N. at(270)762-1248

MONDAY, FEB. 12
Murray
Court Square
8:30 - 11:30 am
12:30 , 3:00 p.m
TUESDAY, FEB. 13
• Draffenville
Ponderosa
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Hardin
Blood River Baptist Assoc.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
THURSDAY, FEB. 15
• Murray 94E
Duncan's Grocery
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
• Murray 94E
East Y Grocery
12:30 - 3:00 p.m

COOKING FOR YOUR HEART
TUESDAY, FEB. 13
12:30 to 1 p.m.• MCCH Private Dining Room
Cooking for Your Heart is taught by Food Service Director Anne Newberry R.D., L.D. Preregistration is required. For more information, contact Community Outreach Nurse, Mary
Cody R.N. at(270)762-1248.

EAT SMART FOR A HEALTHY HEART
MONDAY, FEB. 19
11:30 a.m. - Noon • Center for Health & Wellness
February is Heart Month and a good time to treat your heart to an eating plan that is high in
fiber, low in saturated fat and full of taste, flavor and variety. Join us for this session to learn
the secrets to eating smart for a healthy heart. Eat Smartfor A Healthy Heart is taught by
Registered Dietitian Rebecca Wright, M.S., R.D., L.D. For more information or to register.
contact the Community Outreach Nurse Mary Cody, R.N. at (270) 762-1248.

EXERCISING YOUR HEART
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 21
Noon to 12:30 p.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
Exercising Your Heart is presented by Wellness Center Exercise Specialist Misty Hale. This
program will teach you how to determine your target heart rate, how to get the most effective
work-out in 30 minutes and how exercising will keep your heart healthier, plus more! Preregistration is required. For more information or to register, contact the Community Outreach
Nurse Mary Cody, R.N. at(270)762-1248.

CHOLESTEROL & YOUR HEART
THURSDAY, FEB. 22
11:30 a.m.• Center for Health & Wellness
Board-certified Cardiologist William Holmon, M.D. will present this special program,
Cholesterokand Your Heart, on Thurs., Feb. 22 at 11:30 a.m..at the Center for Health &
Wellness. For more information or to register, contact the Community Outreach Nurse Mary
Cody, R.N. at(270)762-1248.

BENEFITS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR STRESS REDUCTION
MONDAY, FEB. 26
4 p.m. • Center for Health & Wellness
Presented by Wellness Center Exercise Specialist Misty Hale. Physical activity is a key
component of a healthy lifestyle. Attend this session and receive tips on how to allow more
physical activity into your lifestyle and what type of stress reduction is good for you. For moR,
information or to register, contact the Community Outreach Nurse Mary Cody, R.N at (271 '
762-1248.

SUPPORT GROUPS
ALZHEIMER'S
DISEASE
INFORMATION
Support Group Meetings
TUESDAY, FEB. 13 & 27
4:30 p.m. • Board Room

Memories Group
for Alzheimer's Clients
FRIDAY, FEB. 9 & 23
10 a.m. • Private Dining Rm
For information about any
Alzheimer's disease
meetings, contact Cindy
Ragsdale,(270) 762-1108.
Shared Care, adult day
care, will provide free sitter
service during Alzheimer's
meetings. If interested, call
(270) 753-0576 by the
Monday before the
meeting.

FIBROMYALGIA
SUPPORT
TUESDAY, FEB. 27
7:00 p.m. • Third Floor
Education Unit
Contact Marlane Newell,
(270) 753-0043,

BREAST CANCER
SUPPORT
TUESDAY, FEB. 27
6:30 p.m..Private Dining Rm
Contact Evelyn Wallis at
(270)489-2462.

BEREAVEMENT
SUPPORT

DEPRESSION
SUPPORT

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 14
6:30 p.m.• Administration
Annex Conference Rm
Contact MCCH Chaplain
Kerry Lambert :it
(270)762-1274

WEDNESDAYS, FEB. 7 & 21
10:30 a.m.•Private Dining Rm
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN,
(270)489-2284 or Janie at
(270)753-9015.

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS

MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS
SUPPORT

THURSDAY, FEB. 22
7:30 p.m. • Board Room
Contact Hilda Bennett at
(901) 498-8324 or Kerry
Lambert, MCCH Chaplain,
(270)762-1274.

THURSDAY, FEB. /5
7:00 p.m. • Board Room
Special guest speaker,
Neurologist Jon Gustafson,
M.D.Contact Sherial
Underwood,(270) 759-8516

PARKINSON'S
SUPPORT

CARDIAC
SUPPORT

TUESDAY, FEB. 13
1:00 p.m. • West View
Nursing Home
Contact Dixie Hopkins,
speech language pathologist, at (270) 762-1573.

No February Meeting.
Members are encouraged to
attend the FREE heart
seminars being offered by
MCCH. Contact Sharon
Pasehall (270) 762-1170.

ett qed4(4-41
MURRAY-CAUCWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
1-800-342-6224 • 270-762-1100
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY VS.Tennessee State
*Tium.swellaiy, Jakratzairy 30

Tip-off 7:30 pm

At Gent, y Complex • Nashville, Tennessee

RACERS

Racer Schedule

Road
Block
The Racers ran into a road block on the OVC
path last week, suffering an 85-80 loss to
Tennessee Tech in Cookeville, Tenn.
Pictured are (clockwise, from top) Isaac
Spencer, Antione Whelchel and Andi Hornig.

November
20 Gardner-Webb
28 UC-Colorado Springs

W 103-76
W 80-73

December
2
@Detroit University
5
Western Kentucky
8
@ Alabama-Birmingham
17 @. Southern Illinois
19 South Alabama
21 @Louisville
28 @University of Colorado
30 @University of Nebraska

L91-64
W 83-81
W 84-72 OT
L94-79
L 82-76
L 89-86
L 98-71
W 79-71

January
2
@Santa Clara
6 Tennessee-Martin
I I @Southeast Missouri
13 @Eastern Illinois
18 Morehead State
20 Eastern Kentucky
23 Austin Peay
25 @Tennessee Tech (Fox SS)
30 @Tennessee State

L 77-72
W 76-69
W 60-58
L79-63
W 83-62
W 95-66
W 76-74
L 80-85
7:30 p.m.

February
@Tennessee-Martin
3
6
@Austin Peay (Fox SS)
8
Southeast Missouri
10 Eastern Illinois(ESPN2)
15 @Morehead State
17 @Eastern Kentucky
20 Tennessee State
22 Tennessee Tech
27 OVC Tournament
March
2-3 OVC Tournament

Rod Thomas
lunior Forward • Monroe, Ala
6-8 • 240 lbs

Ved.t.

The FAMILY frWernity

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
40M11 Of I)CII OMAHA, NMASKA

1 Large
3 Topping Pizza

efaCer leTt.C41(4!

THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE

AmeriHost Inn® Murray

Tim Hilbrecht
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8113

Zcecle,

1004t1

Inn • Suites • Hotels

Good Luck
Racers!

TB.A

All Times Central

f.lmetzjnis.

1210 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Ph: 270-759-5910
Fax: 270-759-5912

6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA

612 South 9th St.

753-5719

About Tennessee State...
The Tigers (6-11, 3-2 OVC)saw a two-game winning streak come to an end Saturday in a 77-73 loss
at preseason Ohio Valley Conference favorite Austin Peay.
Tennessee State, who resides in sixth place in the league standings, had previously defeated TennesseeMartin (93-76) and first-place Tennessee Tech (90-86) before falling to the Governors.
TSU has won five of its last nine games after beginning the 2000-01 season at 1-7, including a stretch
of five straight losses in non-conference play.
The Tigers' pre-OVC schedule included losses at Arkansas, at Louisiana Tech, at Kansas State and a
pair of defeats to former OVC member Middle Tennessee State.
In league play, TSU owns wins over Eastern Kentucky, the Golden Eagles and the Skyhawks. Their
league defeats have been to Morehead State and Austin Peay.

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE
EVERYDAY SPECIAL
All New Releases

Sip
For

Roberts paces Tigers offense...
Senior guard Jamie Roberts is Tennessee State's leading scorer at 16.2 points per game while averaging 2.6 assists per contest. He is one of five Tigers who average double figures scoring.
Kyle Rolston follows Roberts at 11.6 ppg. while senior forward Kevin Samuel comes in at 11.2.
Freshman guard Garret Richardson and senior guard John Gilmore average 11.0 and 10.1 ppg., respectively. Gilmore is the team's leading rebounder at 6.8 boards per outing.

Richardson in first year at TSU...
Nolan Richardson Ill, the son of Arkansas head coach Nolan Richardson', is in his first season as the
Tigers' head coach after spending the past 10 seasons as an assistant with the Razorbacks.
During his 10 years on the Arkansas bench, Richardson helped his father guide the Razorbacks to a 24997 record, which included nine NCAA Tournament bids and the national championship in 1994.
A former collegiate player at Tyler (Texas) Community College, Richardson began his coaching career
as a student assistant at Langston College in 1988. He then served as an assistant for the Continental
Basketball League's Tulsa Fast Breakers. Richardson was named TSU's new head coach April 26, 2000,
replacing former coach Frankie Allen.

t•

2 Night Rental

a
e
753-7670
7145. IA
JCP011,1 Slopping Ctx
Sealltae.•111-11
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.
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dIlteMles
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Kroft, location

VIDEO SUPER STORE

Good Luck.
Racers!

MSU-TSU The Series...
Deep Dish Extra. Expires 2/15/01

117 S. 12th Street

753-3030

The Racers hold a commanding 24-11 record in the all-time series with Tennessee State, holding a 144 advantage in Murray and a 10-5 victory margin at Nashville's Gentry Center.
Murray and TSU met three times during the 1999-2000 campaign - the Racers winning two of those
meetings. The Tigers claimed the first matchup, defeating MSU 77-75 last February in Nashville. But the
Racers gained revenge later in the month, blasting TSU 82-65 at the Regional Special Events Center. The
two squads met again in the opening rourlt1 of the OVC Tournament - also at Murray - as the Racers coasted to an easy 83-58 win.

753-0440
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102 South 12th St. • Murray
759-3278
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Supporting Racer Support
Basketball
The

1
Murray
The

Murray
State
Racers!

CIVIC SPECIAL.

Large II-Topping
Pizza

99
Original Crust
ONLY
DlNE-IN • PICK-UP • FREE DELIVERY
With coupon only Not good with any other offer Expire.. 2/3/01

How Banking Should Be
405 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

AcInS

804 Chestnut St

753-6656
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Ravens claim first Super Bowl title
Defense leads way
in win over Giants
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — All of with a history of routs.
Sure, it was just 10-0 at halfthose boasts and predictions of
shutouts no longer sound like so time, but only because Baltimore,
much bravado. If the Baltimore which won its 11th in a row, doesRavens want to claim they own n't have much of an offense.
But oh, what a defense!
the greatest defense in NFL his"This is what we do," said
tory, well, let them.
Marvin
"People who said we couldn't defensive coordinator
do this or that and we couldn't Lewis, who probably will wind
ride this defense,i well, look now," up as head coach in Cleveland or
Ray Lewis said after the Ravens' Buffalo. "This is how we've played
34-7 dismantling of the New York defense for the last five years.
Giants in Sunday's Super Bowl. This is our group, our family."
Maybe not the kind of family
"We rode all the way to the Super
you would invite over for dinner.
Bowl championship.
"If we're not called the great- Nobody wants to see this bunch
est defense ever now, we never on any given Sunday.
Certainly not the Giants, whose
will be," the game's most valuseven-game winning streak snapped
able player added.
The evidence is impressive, like a twig. While there was no
punctuated by Baltimore's over- denying New York earned its way
whelming postseason performance. here, there also was no question
The Ravens allowed just 165 points which team was superior.
"They had a great game plan
this season,easily a 16-game record.
They surrendered 23 in the play- for us today," Giants receiver Ike
offs and the Super Bowl. Had Ron Hilliard said. "I don't like to comDixon not run back a kickoff 97 pare teams, but when it came to
yards for a third-quarter touch- the big game, they definitely were
down — the middle of three suc- better than we were."
Beginning with Ray Lewis, the
cessive plays for TDs — they
probably would have gotten the league's top defender this season.
A year ago, Lewis wound up in
first shutout in 35 Super Bowls.
New York, which won 41-0 and jail, charged in a murder case. He
gained 518 yards against Min- subsequently pleaded guilty to a
nesota in the NFC championship misdemeanor charge of obstructgame, managed an embarrassing ing justice.
"If you put this in a storybook,
152. Collins was intercepted a
record-tying four times and sacked nobody would believe it," he said.
"We didn't just break records, we
four more.
Rarely has a Super Bowl been shattered them. We dominated litso onesided, and this is a game erally. This is what you work your

Investigators try
to find cause of
OSU plane crash
BYERS, Colo. (AP) — After
a snowy day walking through a
mile of scattered wreckage, aviation investigators focused on
whether an Oklahoma State chartered plane had been de-iced
before takeoff.
"We have some very detailed
and painstaking work ahead of
us in what are not the best
weather conditions," John Hammerschmidt, head of the National Transportation Safety Board
crash investigation team, said
Sunday.
Ten people, including two
Oklahoma State basketball players and six staffers, were killed
Saturday when the twin-engine
plan crashed into a field. The
plane had taken off from Jefferson
County Airport in light snow
and with a visibility of one mile.
The crew were told ice could
form on the wings, but investigators said conditions were not
harsh enough for authorities to
ground the plane.
The Beechcraft King Air 200

Catpass was one of three planes
carrying the school's basketball
team and associates back to Stillwater, Okla., after they lost to
Colorado at Boulder.
No distress call was made
before the crash,said Arnold Scott
of the NTSB.
Among the victims were players Nate Fleming and Daniel Lawson, sports information employee Will Hancock, director of basketball operations Pat Noyes and
their trainer Brian Luinstra.
Also killed was student manager Jared Weiberg, the nephew
of Big 12 commissioner Kevin
Weiberg, broadcast engineer
Kendall Durfey, broadcaster Bill
Teegins, pilot Denver Mills and
co-pilot Bjorn Falistrom.
Oklahoma State sports information director Steve Buzzard
said coach Eddie Sutton met
with athletic director Terry Don
Phillips much of the morning.
"This is a day for, uh ...,"
Buzzard said, his voice trailing
off. "There's a lot of pain."

Glasgow wins All 'A'
RICHMOND,Ky.(AP)— Brandon Stockton scored 28 points to
lead Glasgow to its first-ever All
"A" Classic state title with a 6052 win over Somerset on Sunday
at McBrayer Arena.
Stockton, named the tournament's Most Valuable Player. scored
21 points in the second half as
Scotties (19-4) overcame a 26-25
halftime deficit en route to the eightpoint victory. Glenn Downs scored
11 points and Ryan Landrum added
10 for Glasgow.

- "Our offense finally caught up
with our defense," said Glasgow
coach Bart Flener.
Tret Sharp led three players in
double figures for Somerset (184)with 14 points. Derick Smith
had 13 points and Treymayne
Perkins had 10.
The Briar Jumpers led by as
many seven at 13-4. before - Glasgow rallied, outscoring Somerset
21-13 in the second quarter that
helped spark the Scotties' successful
comeback attempt.

DOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?
"4101
OD 1111•1110

F

HAIL TO THE VICTORS...Baltimore linebacker Ray Lewis was named the Most Valuable
Player of Super Bowl XXXV after leading the Ravens to a 34-7 rout of the New York
Giants Sunday evening in Tampa. Fla.
"It's been a long time coming,
chise to Baltimore in 1996.
whole bile for."
He also was up against his close Modell said. "There's a lot of
It's what Art Modell has waited 37 years for. In 1964, his Cleve- friend, Giants owner Wellington chemistry in this organization and
land Browns won the NFL title. Mara, who told Modell before the a lot of love for each other."
The game itself was impossiBut he'd never been to a Super game that the loser would call the
Bowl,and he was chastised through- winner on Monday. Modell shot ble to love if you prefer efficient
out the league for moving the fran- back, "Do you have my number?" offenses.

TAMPA,Fla.(AP)— Ray Lewis
said there was no mystery to the
rout.
"They hadn't seen anything like
our defense," the linebacker said
after Baltimore's 34-7 rout of New
York in the Super Bowl. "You're
gonna be hit for 60 minutes. We
fly to the ball, have fun and smile.
We knew what we had to do. We
played like this all year. We
changed nothing."
But much has changed for
Lewis. s
A year ago, on the night of
the Super Bowl, he was arrested
and charged in the deaths of two
men at an Atlanta club. The image
of him dressed in an orange prison
jump suit, his hands in handcuffs,
haunted the NFL and this game.
It was in the back of his mind
after he won the MVP award Sunday night.
"There is no emotion like this,"
he said, "right now, to be here
after being where I was last year.
The man upstairs doesn't put you
through tragedy without bringing
some triumph."
It was as close as Lewis came
all week to discussing the double
murder. He pleaded guilty to a
misdemeanor charge in the case
and was fined $250,000 by the
league, a punishment which is being
appealed.
He faced questions on the affair
sullenly all week, showing no
remorse as teammates and coach
Brian Billick defended him.

Lakers fall to Tilghman 59-50
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
After a. week in which his Calloway County Lakers dropped a pair
of nine-point losses to Marshall
County and Paducah Tilghman.
Terry Birdsong thought his team
saw the light at the end of the
tunnel.
Now the CCHS skipper will
use Saturday's 59-50 loss at Jeffrey Gymnasium to ninth-ranked
Tilghman (18-3) as a springboard
for the rest of the season.
"Our kids have turned a corner as far as being intimidated
and scared of playing these teams,
Birdsong said after his squad fell
'to 10-6 against the Blue Tornado.
"We had some kids that were
awful dejected because they thought
we were going to win this thing.
Our effort was there, and now we
just have to carry this into our
district games."
Down 33-19 at the half, Calloway used back-to-back 3-pointers from Mitchell McClure at the
end of the third quarter and a
three from Jimmy Bynum 1:17
into the fourth to pull within 4943.
McClure led the Lakers with
22 points on six 3-pointers while
Bynum scored seven and Kelly
Overbey five off the bench, but
Rashaud Wilson cleaned up the
offensive glass to pace Tilghman
with 14 points as the visitors never
let CCHS cut any further into their
lead.
Brett Jones added 13 points and
Ches Gibson tossed in 10 more
as the Tornado made 2I-of-42 field
goals and 14-of-18 free throws.
Patrick Greer and Clay Lamb
each chipped in with eight points
for the Lakers, which forced 17

Paducah Tilghman 59
Lakers 50
17 33 48 — 59
Tilghman
Calloway
11 19 40 — 50
Paducah Tilghman (59)— Wilson
14, Miller 9, Daniels 2, Gibson 10,
Jones 13, Hill 4, Hamilton 3, Wagner, Clarke 2, Perry 2. FG: 21-42. 3point FG: 3-7(Jones 1, Hamilton 1,
Miller 1). FT: 14-18. Record: 18-3.
Calloway County (50) — Harris,
Greer 8, Lamb 8, McClure 22, Boggess, McCallum, Bynum 7, Overbey
5. FG: 20-52. 3-point FG: 7-22
(McClure 6, Bynum 1). FT: 3-5. Record: 10-6.
turnovers and made 20-of-52 shots
from the floor — including 7-of22 treys — but only attempted
five foul shots, making three.
"We came in with a good game
plan and it worked very well,"
Birdsong said. "But when you have
four or frve options like Tilghman
does, it's hard to cover everything,
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
and we failed to account for (Wil- FENCED IN...Calloway County defenders Mitchell McClure
son) on the offensive boards."
(15) and Clay Lamb (35) double-team Paducah Tilghman's
Calloway's passing against the
Kyle Miller during the Lakers 59-50 loss Saturday.
Tornado's 3-2 zone set up a
McClure triple and a Lamb layup first half, too, and we held them son added a stickback at the 1:54
on a feed from Greer as the hosts to 33 points, so our traps did mark as the Lakers went scoretrailed 10-8 at the 3:30 mark of affect them," Birdsong said. "We less for 3:45 before Lamb sank a
the opening period.
just missed some shots, and I think layup and McClure stroked a three
But two Orlandus Hill baskets fatigue a little bit to do with that." in the final 35 seconds.
Calloway visits Carlisle Counin the 'post sandwiched a Jones
With the margin still at 14,
three for a 7-0 run, and Calloway Bynum spotted McClure for a three ty Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Bardmanaged just eight second-quarter with 35 seconds left in the quar- well before meeting crosstown
points as Tilghman opened up a ter and Jay Boggess did the same archrival Murray in Friday's 7:30
I4-point advantage on consecutive as McClure cut off a nifty screen p.m. Fourth District clash at MHS.
"(Tilghman and Marshall) are
Gibson leaners just before inter- for a buzzer-beater, trimming the
two good teams, and we were just
mission.
gap to 48-40.
A mixture of a 2-3 zone, a
After sinking his lone 3-point- trying to get a shot at the end
full-court press and a half-court er of the night. Bynum kept the for the win." Bynum said. "We
trapping defense helped the Lak- Tilghman edge at six (51-45) on really feel we've earned some
respect, but we're looking to pick
ers chip away at the deficit as a putback with 4:17 to play.
McClure dropped in 13 of CCHS'
However. Gibson scored six it up: we want to make a run at
21 points in the third stanza.
points down the stretch on a jump the region. and we feel we have
"We switched defenses in the shot and four free throws and Wil- a chance at this thine

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rhtes
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims servicc

Call us today!

Kumho • Michelin
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.

762-0000

MVP goes
to Lewis

Lindy Sutter

Haverstock
and
Suiter

211 S. 12th St
Murray, KY
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'
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Knicks beat Shag-less L.A.

CHIP OFF THE OL BLOCK.. Daniel (left) and Joe Burgdoff were the first-place team in the high block competition at the Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Adult-Youth Doubles Bowling Tournament Jan. 13 at Corvette Lanes. Brett
and Bill Ross finished second in the event while Logan
and Gary Joiner took third.

Lady Lakers rally
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HICKMAN, Ky. — Down 1716 at halftime, the Calloway
County Lady Lakers recovered
from a slow start to seize a 4839 victory over Fulton County Friday.
Jena Thomas scored 17 points
and Felicia Prescott added 10 as
Calloway (8-12) collected its second straight win thanks to a 166 third-quarter run Katie Ross
added seven points and Raegan
Morton five in the CCHS triumph.
The Lady Lakers, who led 75 after one period of action,
sank 13-of-21 free throws to
defeat the Lady Pilots (2-11).
Mindy McClerkin paced Fulton County with 20 points while
Jamie Turner pitched in 10 for
the home team.
The Lady Lakers will take
the rest of the week off to prepare for Friday's 6 p.m. Fourth
District showdown at crosstown
archrival Murray.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
GIRLS' BASKETBALL
• Mayfield vs. Murray
MHS Gym - 6 p.m.
BOYS' BASKETBALL
• Mayfield vs. Murray,.
MHS Gym - 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
GIRLS' BASKETBALL
• Murray vs. Fulton City
Fulton, Ky - 6 p.m.
BOYS' BASKETBALL
• Community Christian VS.
Eastwood Christian Academy
ECA Gym - 6 p.m.
• Calloway Co. vs. Carlisle Co.
Bardwell, Ky. - 7:30 p.m.
• Murray vs. Fulton City
Fulton, Ky. - 7:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
• Murray St. vs. Tennessee St.
Nashville, Tenn. - 7:30 p.m.

10c A MINUTE
TANNING
Buy A Tanning Package & Receive
A FREE Gift.

v--f- University Barber Shop
Welcome BRIAN INGRUM
to our staff

Hours: Tues.-Fri. 7:30-5:30. Sat. 8:00-12:00

753-1953

Walk-Ins Welcome

NEW YORK (AP) — Shay sat out; Phil
yelled at Kobe; IR. missed the team flight.
And, oh yeah, the Lakers stunk up the joint.
All was not well with the defending NBA
champions Sunday, and it certainly showed.
Allan Houston scored 33 points and Latrell
Sprewell added 28 as the New York Knicks
snapped a three-game losing streak and improved
to 11-5 against teams from the Western Conference with a 91-81 win over Los Angeles.
The Lakers have 15 losses — matching
their total from all last season — and a huge
degree of uncertainty concerning O'Neal. Last
season's MVP sat out with plantar fasciitis of
his right foot, an injury that could keep him
sidelined for a while.
"It's been very frustrating and my patience
has been pretty low," said Bryant, whose 33
points weren't nearly enough. "It's a tough
time for us, but it's going to do nothing for
us but build character so that in the playoffs
when we get into tough situations we'll know
we'll be able to pull out of any situation."
For now, the Lakers have to worry about
when they'll have O'Neal back.
The injury to the arch of O'Neal's foot has
been bothering him for about a week and

YES.. Allan Houston scored 33 points
to lead the host New York Knicks past
the Los Angeles Lakers 91-81 Sunday
at Madison Square Garden.
flared up during a victory over New Jersey
on Friday night.
He spent all of Sunday's game in the locker room watching on television, sparing himself a firsthand look at one of his team's
worst performances of the season. His status
is day-to-day.
Isaiah Rider showed up for the game, but
only after paying his own way across the

MSU rifle fourth at Withrow
Staff Report

Murray Ledger & Times
Fresh off its Ohio Valley Conference air rifle championship, the
Murray State rifle team finished
fourth in its own Roger Withrow
Invitational held over the weekend at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
Defending national champion
Alaska-Fairbanks won the three-day
meet with an aggregate score of
6,273, outdistancing Kentucky
(6,215), Nebraska (6,181)and MSU
(6,150) for the top spot.
Alaska-Fairbanks' Matt Emmons
was the top individual, shooting
a perfect 400 in air rifle and a
match-best 1,192 (out of a possible 1,200) in smallbore.
Morgan Hicks led the Racers
with a 1,568 aggregate and a 1.187
smallbore score while J.T. Hearn
paced MSU with a 389 air rifle
score.
Proctor (1,155-379Ann
1,534), Beth House (1,136-3791,515) and Justin Morgan (1,111353-1,464)joined Hicks in recording personal bests.
Murray State will next host the
NCAA Sectionals Feb. 9-11 at the
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range as the
Racers attempt to qualify for the
NCAA Championships March 810 in Columbus, Ohio.

Indoor Track & Field
CARBONDALE, Ill. — Murray State competed at the McDonald's Invitational Saturday at Southern Illinois University, where the
men placed seventh out of eight
teams with 26 points and the women
finished 10th out of 12 squads
with 17 points.
Wallace State (Ala.) won. the
men's meet with 138 points, while
Austin Peay State took the women's
title with 103 points.
On the men's side, Jeremy Kirk
was the top Racer with a thirdplace finish and a time of 15 minutes, 17.78 seconds in the 5,000meter run.
Ryan Davis was sixth with a
personal best of 15:44.47, while
Jeremy Burkeen was seventh in
15:50 76.
In the 60-meter dash, Mario
Riley placed fourth in 7.03 seconds while Tyrone Graham was
sixth in 7.04.
Joe Davis tied for seventh in
the mile in 4:36.92 and ninth in
the 3.000 at 9:16.36. Jerry Babbage was eighth in the 200 in
23.04 and ninth in the 60-meter
high hurdles at 8.47.
In the pole vault, David Bowersox tied for second with a vault
of 14 feet,. 1.25 inches. Brian

this unique opportunity, call:
The American Institute of Consumer Studies

270-753-5171 or 1-800-900-5171
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Chamber of Commerce

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Tiffany Roaden and Leah Moore
scored 17 points to lead Jackson
County to its first Touchstone Energy All "A" Classic title on Sunday afternoon with a 64-39 rout
over Newport Central Catholic at
McBrayer Arena.
The Lady Generals (23-0),
ranked No. 1 in the latest Associated Press prep poll, held all
four of their opponents to less
than 30 percent shooting in the

805 N. 12th St., p.O. Box 190, Murray. KY 42071
F.mail: chamberPmurraylink.com
Internet Site: hrtp://www.murraylink.com

five-day tournament.
"I would like to think our defense
was the difference in the tournament," Jackson County coach Greg
Parrett said. "This is a stepping
stone for our kids, our school and
our athletic program," Parrett said.
"Every hour that weve put in has
been well worth it. Weve worked
hard and I think youve seen the
results."
Roaden, the tournament MVP,
scored 17 points.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
1-800-298-9837.
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Jackson Central earns 'A'

Qualified individuals possess a minimum of a high school diploma or GED and are able
to read fluently, speak clearly, and accurately record answers. Top candidates are friendly.
persistent, and deadline-oriented. We offer a comprehensive, paid training program,
excellent income, paid work-related expenses, and flexible hours. To learn more about

Choosing the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
foryour business partner is just plain smart. You'll gain
the competitive advantage a Chamber membership offers with
benefits such as:
u
Y
A
m
WAYCOUNTy
•The Membership Directory; which places your
clients.
potential
of
thousands
of
in
business front
rrank
•Special promotions for grand openings and
AllMembers rweiie a listing
retail events
on Murraylink. the Interim'
• Internet promotions,such as afive web
How Pagefor the(lumber at
page for your business and inclusion in the
/117111'.murraylink.07111
114)7
Chamber's Online Business Directory
• Affordable advertising opportunities via Chamber publications
• Business referrals from the Chamber of Commerce staff and
fellow Chamber members
AllAJPfr,,' week a
It doesn't take much thought to see how smart joining the
FREE Memelpage to
prom* their businew.' Chamber can he. Give your business the advantage --call today!

K

Knippen was folgth in the shot the 5,000 in 19:21.36, while Adriput with a throw of 48-6.75 while ane Mayes was 10th in the 400
Jay Matheny (46-3.25) took eighth in 1:02.58.
In the field events, Shelly Fenand Jon Cargill (44-8.25) placed
shaw was fifth in the pole vault
10th.
MSU placed fourth in the dis- at 7-6 while Natalie Chandler tied
tance medley in 11:00.19 and sev- for eighth in the high jump with
enth in the 1,600 relay in 3:34.51. a leap of 5-2.25.
Mayes was sixth in the triple
The Lady Racers were paced
at 35-7.25 as Amy Williams
jump
fince
fourth-pla
Curtis'
by Shantal
ish in the 60 at 7.88. Joan Lettman took seventh in the shot put at
was sixth in the 200 in 26.25, 39-3.25.
Murray State was second in the
followed by Curtis in eighth at
distance medley in 13:28.47 and
26.32.
Emily Herndon was sixth in 10th in the 1,600 relay in 4:24.70.

DO YOU LIKE TO TRAVEL & MEET PEOPLE?
DO YOU NEED A BREAK FROM YOUR ROUTINE?
THEN THIS IS THE JOB FOR YOU!
Our consumer research company is looking for sharp individuals to become field
interviewers. Your outstanding persuasive and people skills are needed to conduct
interviews in consumers' homes. Travel throughout the country may be required.

Smart Companies
Join The Cumber

Murray-Calloway County

country. In his latest case of lateness, the
chronically tardy Rider missed the team charter flight Saturday morning and was fined.
"I was supposed to be there at 9, got there
at 9:05 and the plane was still there, but that's
the rule. No big deal," Rider said. "I got here
and life goes on. I wasn't penalized for it —
a couple hundred bucks I think."
In Sunday's only other NBA game, Philadelphia beat Indiana 86-81.
The Knicks took the lead for good midway through the first quarter, closing with a
15-2 run to open a 33-19 lead, then stayed
comfortably ahead the rest of the way despite
playing short-handed themselves as Marcus
Camby (suspension) and Kurt Thomas (sprained
ankle) sat out.
Bryant did what he could to carry the Lakers, but also found himself getting yelled at
by coach Phil Jackson on more than one occasion — once for talking out of turn in the
huddle; another time for failing to pass to a
wide-open Ron Harper.
Larry Johnson grabbed 16 rebounds and
ex-Laker Glen Rice added seven points and
10 rebounds. Luc Longley started at center
for New York and had seven rebounds.

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct.
W
10
773
34
Philadelphia
16 619
26
New York
18 600
27
Miami
19
23 452
Orlando
17
26 395
Boston
311
14
31
New Jersey
244
34
11
Washington
Central Division
L Pct.
W
26
16 .619
Milwaukee
533
24
21
Charlotte
523
21
23
Toronto
488
21
20
Cleveland
23 465
20
Indiana
364
16
28
Detroit
27
357
15
Atlanta
140
37
6
Chicago
Saturday's Games
San Antonio 99. Utah 86
Toronto 90. Chicago 80
Miami 81. Orlando 59
Minnesota 93. Portland 80
Washington 89. Phoenix 82
Atlanta 101, Cleveland 90
Houston 110, Charlotte 97
Detroit 108 Milwaukee 103
Denver 102. Dallas 100
Seattle 106, New Jersey 97
Sacramento 101. LA Clippers 89
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 86, Indiana 81
New York 91, LA Lakers 81

GB
7
7 1/2
14
16 1/2
20 1/2
23 1/2
GB
3 1/2
4
5 1/2
6 1/2
11
11
20 1/2

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
GB
L Pct.
W
15 643
27
Utah
1/2
15 634
26
San Antonio
1
18 609
28
Dallas
1 1/2
18 600
27
Minnesota
2
18 .591
26
Denver
6
500
22
22
Houston
11
32
256 16 1/2
Vancouver
Pacific Division
GB
L Pct.
W
14
696
32
Portland
112
707
12
29
Sacramento
3
15 643
27
L A Lakers
6
571
18
24
Phoenix
6 1/2
21
553
26
Seattle
14
29
326 16 1/2
Golden State
18,
31
295
13
L A Clippers
Today's Games
Detroit at Boston. 6 p m
Cleveland at Washington, 6 p.m
Phoenix at Atlanta, 630 p.m.
Milwaukee at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Utah at Denver, 8 p.m
New Jersey at Vancouver, 9 p.m.
Charlotte at Golden State. 9.30 p.m.
San Antonio at L.A Clippers, 9:30 p.m
Tuesday's Games
L A Lakers at Cleveland. 6.30 p.m.
Indiana at Orlando, 7 p.m.
Philadelphia at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Miami at Houston. 7 30 p.m.
Utah at Seattle, 9 p m
Chicago at Portland, 9 p m.
Golden State at Sacramento, 930 p.m.

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
Murray's

Only $3,500 and Under Lot

1995 Ford Aspire - 643,000 miles

$3,500

1994 Saturn -2 Dr. Coupe

$3,750

1993 Toyota Corolla -Sharp
1992 Plymouth Voyager Van - 9 Seater, V-6

$2,600
$2,600

1991 Chevrolet Corsica - V-6

$2,400

1990 Chevrolet Lumina - Dependable
1989 Chevrolet Beretta - V-6

$1,475
$1,300
'2,200

1988 Chevrolet S-10 - V-6, Auto

$2,400

1989 Escort Exp - I Owner

1988 Chevrolet Cavalier - Ldcal car
1986 Dodge 600 SE
1983 Chevrolet Scottsdale - V-8, 2 Owners
irt

itt•I 4th

'
1,425
5999'
,
'1999

• N1110 1.1‘.

(270) 753-9586
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Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

CLASS F ED
HATES
$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

I

Card of(thanks

THANK YOU
Thanks to all our friends and neighbors for
their kindness, cards, food and visits during
the loss of our husband,father and grandfather Thanks to the Med-share nurses, Dr
Hughes and Holland Medical for the care
they showed us. Thanks to Bro. Edminston
and Bro. Geurin for their comforting words
and to the Miller Funeral Home for a beautiful place to say goodbye. God's blessing on
all of you.

010
Lagals

MURRAY BOARD OF EDUCATION
MEMBER VACANCY
The Murray Board of Education is seeking
interested applicants to serve on the Board
of Education to fill the unexpired two-year
term created by the death of Bill Smith.
Eligibility Requirements:
*At least 24 years old
*Kentucky citizen for the last three years
*Registered voter in the Murray City
School District
*High school diploma or GED certificate
*Except in limited circumstances, board
members may not have a relative
employed by the school district.
Pick up an application at the Murray Board
of Education Office at 208 South 13th Street,
Murray, from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday Friday. Applications must be completed.
postmarked by February 5, 2001, and mailed
to the Kentucky Department of Education,
Commissioner Gene Wilhoit,'Frankfort, KY
before February 5.
020

J

Notice

Hotta
FARMERS interested in
applying for Phase 1 Tobacco Grant. concerning
horticulture Call (270)9249690.

CLASSIFIED

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

ft Don 't JOrgetsour .t•
Special Valentine this
a-• lentine's Day.
4
'Pictures and Love Lines must be
4
received by Fri., Feb. 9th.
.1.
i They will appear in the paper on
‘
Wed., Feb. 14th.

P
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BISIESSESI ,SERVICIS
(Let us put you in touch with the
best services in town.

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week-(13 week minimum)
Dallas 1Villoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Avoid inflationary cost.

270-753-2-111

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100;
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible th:.?
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

\753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

ld

r

Commercial
Waste Disposal

Asjub:4,.,,

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.10 per word per day.

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

SCIENCE/ENGINEERING
Job Opportunity
Looking for recent college
graduates with science related degrees to work for a
chemical sales company in
the Paducah, Kentucky
area. Excellent benefits
and compensation. Apply
by faxing resume with contact phone number to
1-801-459-7140

Call 753-1916

DETAILJCAR CLEANUP
Full time position available
immediately for detailing &
car cleanup. Applicants
should be responsible,
dedicated workers. Experience is required.
Call 270-437-4566.
LOCAL shop needs immediate help. Experience with
reefer trailer maintenance,
tire repair, and service
helpful. Salary based on
experience. Call 753-7342.

372
Student Drivers
Needed
Drive Big Trucks!
Earn Big Bucks!
38K - 42K
Potential

No Experience
Necessary!
No Cost Training!
If Qualified
14 Day CDL
Training

1-800-394-2405

it?
1-800-58541033
All Types of Refuse Service

090
Domestic & Childcare

090

MURRAY Attorney, seeks
experience legal assistant
with word processing and
bookkeeping skills. Salary
commensurate with experience. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 230, Murray, Ky.
42071.
NEED Tobacco
Workers?
Head Honchos recruits
and places LEGAL H2-A
workers from Mexico at
your door.
(210) 695-1648 or
www.Head-Honchos.com.
PHYSICIAN'S office seeking Office Manager. Must
have computer, Medicare/
Insurance billing, and telephone skills. Also seeking
Medical Assistant or LPN.
Send resume:
P.O. Box 1012,
Murray, KY. 42071

(UAL%)FIRMAHOHE

PART-TIME
RETAIL
POSITION
Job duties include
freight handling,
stocking, sales and
general retail duties.
Applications
available at
Orschelns
700-A N. 12th St.
by Big Lots.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Earn $35K - $40K or more servicing established accounts and opening new accounts
You will receive in class expense paid training with guaranteed income to start.
Complete benefit package. We are a
Fortune 500 Company with over 82 years
experience.
Call 270-4424500,9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. today
& tomorrow only. Ask for Mr. Rodriguez.
E0E/M/F

li<c;Y<`; KING
Brandon Auto World
Murray, Kentucky
Brandon Auto World is looking for
2 GM TECHNICIANS
Prefer GM ASE certified
1. Excellent starting wages
2. Benefits program
3. Paid holiday
4. Excellent working conditions
Contact Bill Blackburn, General Manager.
Brandon Auto World
270-753-5315 or 1-800-455-5315

JOB OPENINGS

FUNERALS

Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.
Smart for you and
family.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.
Help Wanted

Family of Clint Greer
•010

LINE Al)RATES

Lost and Found

Just give us a call, well
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Just Say "Charge It" M
imi

ADJUSTMENTS

060

050

eg

Jakel, Inc. has full time job openings available for their day and
night shifts. Jakel, Inc. offers health
and life insurance, paid holidays
and vacations. If you are interested
in working with a company which
has never had a layoff. with benefits and can work one of the following shifts apply in person:
'Day Shift - 6:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Thursday
(overtime usually available)
'Evening Shift - 5:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
Monday-Friday
.4 Hour Student Shift 5:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m
Monday-Friday

Jakel, Inc.
700 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY

Doeramdic & Chabcare

$2.50 extra for Shopper Tues., Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

1

Apartments For Rare

1/2 acre $100/mo 753
INFANT car seat, carrier
swing. walker, and toys. 3 6012
natural oak high back bar LOT for rent. 492-8488
CHILDCARE CENTER,INC.
stools 767-0597.
LOT For Rent. 753-9866.
1406 B North 12th Street at The Village
LP GAS REFILLS
(Leave
Message)
Bus. Tel: 270-762-0210
Lowest prices in town!
Home Tel. 759-2385
New 100lb LP cyl. $99.00
Business Rentals
B&B Brokers
701 S. 12th St.
Now accepting enrollment for children ages 6
753-4389.
weeks to 12 years of age. We will have extended
NEW teacher Special Eduhours of operation:
cation. Resources availa5:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m. Monday-Friday
ble. Call for more into. M-F
Owners: Melanie and Patricia Miller
. .1k
4 \I Ask us about our GROSS MOTOR ROOM 7/ 11 am-2pm 753-5884.

It Takes a Village

OPENING SOON!

Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

300
Business Rentals

FOR LEASE
1
WAREHOUSE SPACE

BABYSITTING and house
cleaning services. Call
767-0006.

Appliance Parts

CLEANING houses is my
business. Call Linda. 7599553.
HOUSE Cleaning or
Ironing Call 474-2131
START THE
NEW YEAR CLEAN!
Honest, dependable
house cleaning
References furnished
Call 492-6177
Leave message
WORKING mom needs
emergency sitter in my
home for infant when city
schools are closed or on
sick days. Please call 7536605 after 5pm. Must have
references.

APPLIANCE PARTS
To Fit Most Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory in West Kentucky
Tappa
Karchen Aid
Frigida"e
po-eana

GE
strIghouse
We

Mayta

Magic Chef

Call 753-1890.
Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

Court Square • Murray • 753-1713

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

Business
OPPOIturittY

ESTABLISH and successful restaurant owner seekmg other ventures and
wish to sell. Serious inquires mail to P.O Box
1040-G Murray, Ky. 42071
HALLMARK
Greetingcard Rte
75 Prime Locations
Local Great Income
800-277-9424

Whirlpool

Kenmore

WARD ELKINS

100

AT&T- MCI Payphone
Routes.75 Est.
Locations, local.
Proven Income.
Free Info
800-800-3470.

kiotPcitnt

7,000 sq. ft. warehouse
in city. Prime location.
Excellent condition.

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th. Murray.
TRAMPOLINE or trampoline mat, upright freezer.
bookcase, bedroom furniture. Call (901)782-3416.
WE PAY CASH:
Old toys, antiques, fishing
tackle, fishing reels, GI
Joe, models, cars, cap
guns. 270-759-,3456.

Computers

Computers

Computer Services
Repair/Consulting
-Computer/Network service
-Home or business
-New equipment/online shopping
-Business systems/Automation for
retail/medical/legal/agriculture
-Certified, dependable, fast service
-Telephone Systems/Integration

1-270-489-2666
Greg Dowdy
http:11www.neteomindustries.com
KELLERS
150
COMPUTER PLACE.
Articles
New Hardware. Software,
For Sale
Upgrades & Free
.3PT hitch log splitter,
Estimates. Mid West
$400
Internet. On 121S.
.5kw gen elec start, $575
436-5933.
.22 foot motor home
9a.m.-7p.m.
$2500
Mon-Sat.
Call Olive Branch Realty
Visa/ Mastercard.
767-9900 for details
MOM COMPUTERS
BOOTH space available
A+ Certified Technician
Brand new room at
Home Networking
Charlie's Antique Mali
fbr Cable Modems
Hazel 270-492-8175
On site service.
DIAMOND engagement
759.3556
ring marquis style, original
$500 in 1988, original receipt $400 Firm
753-6020

WANT ADS
WORK

JACKSON PURCHASE
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
Position Opening for:
BRANCH ASSISTANT
•Post High School Education AND/OR
•Two years clerical and office experience
Computer skills required
•Agricultural knowledge and background
desired
•Position located in Murray, Kentucky
*Salary commensurate with education
and experience
Applications will be taken on the following
dates at the following location:
'fliesday, January 23, 2001 until Tuesday,
January 30, 2001 at the Employment
Services Office, 319 S. 7th Street, Mayfield,
Kentucky. The Employment Services Office
is open Monday through Friday between the
hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
EE0C-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

STORAGE Buildings buil
on site. Lowest price in
area. January & February
special 10x16 $1425.
Call 437-4877
FREE! Dish Network
Satellite System installed
free. For more information,
call or come by
Beasley Satellite
& Antenna
500 N. 4th St.
759-0901.
OLD computer $50.00
B&W printer $25.00 Web
TV $150.000 Call M-F
11am-2pm 753-5884.

1

111211 Appliances

ELECTRIC Signature cook
op stove. $75.00 Maytag
washer $75.00 Call 4748340 leave message.

1 OR 2br apts near downown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal -lousing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606
1-2BR, furnished apts.
downtown. Water, sewer,
trash, Firm $225/mo.
(1) 2br., apt. heat, sewer,
trash, water furnished.
$330/mo. Deposit/lease.
No pets. 753-4937 8am5pm M-F.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt. stove, refrigerator, D/W, W/D, Clean, no
pets. 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496
1BR, some utilities paid
No petsl $220 a month
767-9037

1

Apartments For Rent
LOOKING for an
affordable apartment?
Visit us at Hilldale Apts.
2&3 br apts. available.
Handicap Accessible.
Equal Opportunity •
Housing.
For more information
call 437-4113 Mon-Fri
TDD# (800) 545-1833
Ext. 287.
LUXURY duplex 2br. 2
bath, garage, all appliances including microwave &
W/D. 270-759-5885.
NICE 2br. duplex. Stove,
refrigerator, microwave.
washer & dryer. Lawn
maintenance
included.
$450/mo. + security deposit. 753-9240.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

Houses For Rent

Martin
1602
Tabard,
Heights. 3br. 2 bath fireplace, dining room, double
GENERAL Electric gas
garage. $750/mo. Call
heavy duty dryer. $100
753-0090 or 559-3883
Call 759-0870
2 & 4br Houses
Lease & deposit required
lirr
illeavy Equipment
753-4109
2 br. No pets. Lease and
•1998 Vermeer 4150A 1BR. apt. near campus. w/ deposit required. 753-0728
trencher 275 hrs. Like stove, refrigerator Water, after 400 PM.
sewer. trash included. 257 Tobacco Road, 3
new $38.000
•1986 S-1900 International W&D hook-up. No lease. miles 641 South Murray,
truck w/ lowboy. Extra Call 759-3738.
2BR, 1 Bath. small country
1BR. apt. University Hgts. house, water included. no
clean. Like new condition
$14,000 247-6624 after Stove, ref., D/W, WW, W/D hookup, no large
W&D. Now
available. 'pets, $425., deposit re7PM
$325/mo. No pets. Depos- quired 753-1159
210
it/lease.
Firewood
2BR house in town W/D
753-4937 8am-5pm M-F
hookup, carport $480/mo.
1BR ,like new, appliances
FIREWOOD
No pets, deposit/lease
Coleman RE 759-4118
753-4937 8am-5pm M-F
$35 delivered
2BR apt, and 2br, mobile
Call 437-4718
3-4 bedroom, 2 5 bath
home for rent in Coldwa- large kitchen, sunroom
FIREWOOD for sale 436ter 489-2372
utility with washer dryer
5845 559-5675(cell)
2BR, 1 bath duplex. All appatio carport One mile
TRIPPS Firewood
pliances $450/mo. Call from
college $500/ month
Call Rudy 436-2778
270-881-4029
753-1378
2BR, Near MSU New car3BR. 1 bath, refrigerator
pet, paint & wallpaper
and stove included WashC/H/A $325 Also 2br,
er/ dryer hookup. Call 48912X56 mobile home 2br., $300 Coleman RE
2456 for directions and to
1 bath. $1,500.00 Cal
759-4118
see
2BR duplex with carport
474-2228.
storage
1996 3br, 2 oath 16x80
3/4 acres lot $30,000
Houses For Rent
°sit. Call
..
-LECI
C.PktICE
Call 489-2098
251
4X70 fully furnished, gas
3BR, 2 bath, C HA newly,
heat & stove. $8,500, Must 2BR duplex, appliances, redecorated
$495 per
$300 + deposit 435-4125
security
be moved. 759-4163
month
plus
2BR. duplex Alm°. Stove, (270)474-2520
HM & Sons Mobile Home
ref.
C11-1/A.
W&D.
Mover 18yrs experience
2 bath Den Fenced
pets 3BR
$375/mo.
No
Licensed & insured in Kenyard Bendefield Sub Caldeposit/lease
tucky, Tennessee & Illiloway $550 a month + De753-4937 8arre5pm. M-F.
nois 437-3939
posit Lease purchase op2BR., DUPLEX ON
MOVING! MUST SELL! VALLEYWOOD $375/MO. tion available Purchase
option available 1-8001993 14x70 Norris Mobile
759-4406.
484-4700 Ext. 7845
Home 2br. 2 bath Excel4br,
, Townhouse
6BR house Stove 2 relent condition Kitchen has
Coleman RE 759-4118
dishwasher.
lots of cabinet space Cali APARTMENTS for rent frigerator,
(270) 489-2013 and leave Close to campus Availa- W/D hookup, no pets
message
ble Dec 15 & Jan 10 $800/mo. 7§7-9Q37,
MUST sell 1976 mobile 753-5980 or 753-1203 af- CLEAN 2 br, 1 bath, central HA, quiet neighborhome Very nice int. 2br., ter 5pm
part furnished applian- EXTRA nice 2br, 1 bath hood $500 mo plus securw carport appliances fur- ity deposit Call Marg 759ces, MD, microwave
make Offer 559-3868
nished. W/D 1yr lease, 1 5534 W 753-1586 8-2
month deposit No pets NICE 2br brick with family
room, dining room, carport
753-2905
FORREST View Apart plus garage in county
$425 plus deposit 437ments 1213 N 16th St
2BR. no pets Required
4386
accepting
now
applications
references Call 753-5086
for 2br townhouses, basic
2BR furinshed or unfurrent $315/ month Office
nished 8 miles NW $250
Hours, 10- 2 M-F Cal
plus deposit 753-8582
753-1970 Equal Housinc
NICE 2br, Mobile home
CREEKVIEW STORAGEOpportunity
No pets 753-9866
$20-$40 On Center Drive
r.
Behind Tom's Grille
SUITABLE for one person759-4081
$200/mo 753-6012

r
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742 acres open and wooded with year around water
and food plots for wildlife
Six thousand feet Joins
Kentucky state line Approx $13,000 CRP annual
Abundance of
income
deer, turkey and same
game May purchase in a
smaller tract Moody Realty
Co . 410 Tyson Pans TN
1-800-642-5093 Tommy
Moody, Realtor

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
NORTH WOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 753'536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
370
ortenerctal Proa
For Sale
310 S 4th St
Office Building
753-4703

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
(Toy Collies) Sable &
white 270-354-8211

Rog Estate
64'X28" ft Large meta
shed on 2 large lots nea
lake 762-0032 or
474-8878 or 753-9961
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"

r

38R home 804 N 17th
New carpet & interior
paint Financing available
w/ no down payment
of
payments
Monthly
$361 P & I for 30yrs at
725%. if you qualify
Priced $52,900
270-825-4622
270-825-0778
3BR Pine Bluff
Olive Branch Realty
767-9900 for details
803 Vine
1 block south of hospital, 2
bedroom 1 bath, full basement, attached garage. atstorage,
built-ins
tic
$44,750 Possible rent
w/option 753-8900
After 5PM 753-0071
BY owner
3yr old. 3br., 2 bath.
1602 Tabard. 753-0090
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick, double lot,
town edge. Consider leasing with option to buy/ limited owner financing. Call
753-4109

FOR Sale By Owner
House and 20 Acres on
Airport Road 5 years old
1792 Sq Ft Features 3br,
2 bath, large living area 3
level
wood
deck
$155,000 (270)753-0530
or (270)489-2887
at
Photos
www angelfire com/ky2inicehouse
PRESTON Heights
38R, 2 bath 1876 sq ft
brick and vinyl home
many extras.
Call 759-1770
for appointment
No realtors please

2000 model 600 Grizzle.
4 wheel, $5,200
Call 759-4329

Used Cars

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors
Small deposit will hold your
car until tax refund comes in.
We Tote The Note
2095 Irvin Cobb Dr., Paducah. KY

270-443-8030
Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

1990 model 35tt , Dutch
man Bumper hitch Excel
lent condition 753-9721

Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for

Used Can

A time to take care of your
home. Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration. Free Estimates.
753-4380,

slow pay, medical
bills, divorce,

1992 Mazda 626 Ove
100,xxxx Good condition
$2200 OBO 435-4279

repossessions and

bankruptcy call

1993 Lincoln Continental
Kenny B at
Fully loaded, $6,300 753800-505-5091 or
9475 or 753-0791
our credit hot line
1996 Toyota Camry LE,
one owner, 48,xxx actual
24 hours,
miles, black with gold trim.
877-937-2886
Sharp. Call 437-4691.
1999 Oldsmobile Alero,
95 Saturn SL2, Black
2dr, V-6 auto loaded w/o
sunroof $6,300 OBO
leather, 12 Disc CD
753-8866
changer, 15 months of
warranty. 10,500 miles.
$15,500 OBO
Am*
Day 762-0414
Night 753-1922
1994 Chevy Lumina Mini
van 124,xxx miles. Looks
& runs great. $3900.00
OBO. 435-4279.

Global Mortgage Link

1999 Chevy Venture 4dr.
84,xxx
White
miles.
$10,900 , make offer
489-2945

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfe,-.t)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

(2) 3,4 acre lots. 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967.
1 lake view 2 1/2 lot
1 lake access 2 1/2 lot
Jonathan Creek between
Hardin & Aurora. Only 16
Miles to Murray.
270-354-8471
LOTS for sale Starling at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

NEW HOME
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
3,400 sq. ft. of living space •
country setting •

C/H/A, quiet

1.4 acres • 2-car garage •

master bedroom suite •large great room •fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • for-

WANTS TO BUY
OLD FARM
OR ACREAGE.
(901)610-0039 Days
(901)934-4090 Nights

mal dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths

reduced $159,900.
527-5460 or 354-8966

• oak cabinets. Price

1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4,
clean, sharp. AC. PS. 318
auto. $3.800. 080 4892296.
1992 Chevy 1/2 to 4wd,
extended cab 350 mtr.
105,000 miles $6500
489-2392
1997 Chevy Z71 push button 4wd, extended cab w/
3rd. door. Extra nice.
64,xxx miles. white w/ a
stepside bed. $17,500.
753-6855.
1999 Ford F-150 Ext. Cab
Lariat. Loaded, low mileage. 753-0696.
98 Ford F150 XLT, SWB,
V8, 49,000 miles. Maroon
$14,000 OBO 753-4188
Leave message.

TREE
SERVICES

24 Hr Service

Hedge 7'rimmtng Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
1.ti nth
Removal

Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-759-4979

"We Specialize in Cleaning
Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Drivewa. s
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile

1-800-909-9064

Dasid Borders

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Serving The Area

For 27 Years

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS
• carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
. • Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

LAKE LAND PAINTING

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor ioists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
57pectalizing Cust,or Worknicinsiitp
'CUSTOM HOMES
'
SPRAY PAINTING
"PRESSURE CLEANING
•WATER PROOFING

MuS...all other home improvements

BY CERTIFIED STAFF

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray•753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A MO Price

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBUR\

SERVICES OFFERED
HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.

* Lamp 13r-c)tfzer's
•
•
•

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

'DECK & FENCE RESTORATIoN
*FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL COATINGS
"MUITISPEC COATINGS

270-753-6895

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

JOE SMITH CARPET

Phone (270)759-4734

PAINTING

David's Home Improvement

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You'

FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.

David's Cleaning
Services

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

•

•
•

=Moving=

fi‘

1244 State Route 121 North

4-kif1e41 sia4idard e

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD
We Service All Brands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Contractor License fiNtz

270-759-2288

1. •

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410 • 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
Phone: 270-753-1916

•

•

U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

753-1916

WKMS show on Jan. 29

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Cleanup Seri''

Your Ad
Could Be
Here!

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

Roofing
Metal
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal

Thee Trimming

FREE
PALLETS

M & T Painting

ROOFER

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

ALL Carpentry,
GET READY FOR
CLOCK repairs and restorElectrical.
SPRING
on
Home building, additions ing House calls made
Johnny Williams
753remodeling Retten flOOrs, Grandfather clocks
Painting
sagging roofs Home & 3730 Leave message
For all your residential
COMMERCIAL
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
painting needs
RESIDENTIAL
References Call Larry
35 years experience
Cleaning
Service
Nimmo
Interior & Exterior
Free Estimates
HANDYWORK! odd lobs 753-9372, 753-0353
Custom Spraying for
753-3858
wanted No job too small
Lawn/Patio furniture
Including
ANTENNAS
Give us a call Yes we
Roofing, Vinyl
Louver doors/shutters
RV's TV Towers, rotors DECKS,
clean gutters
Siding Quality Work Free
No Job too small
amplifiers, and accessoEstimates Over 25 Years
Phone 436-5759
Free Estimates
ries
Experience Gerald WalLEAVES, LEAVES,
753-8858
Dish Network & Direct TV
ters 753-2592
LEAVES!
Satellite Systems, Sates
LEAF your leaves to us
Service and Installation
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Leaf removal or mulching
Beasley's Antenna
Free Column
Trimming, removal, stump
Call David at Beechy
& Satellite,
grinding, firewood InsurCreek Grounds Maintence
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY ed 489-2839
436-5085
TRUCKLOAD of coal 753270-759-0901.
559-5943 cell
5884 M-F 11am-2pm or
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
CLASSIFIED 753-1170 M-F 8am-4pm
LEE'S CARPET
ROY HILL.
CLEANING
Septic system, gravel,
.Carpets 'Furniture
white rock
•Emergency water
436-2113
removal
CARPORTS for cars and
-Free Estimates
trucks Special sizes for
753-5827
motor home, boats, RVs
MOVING
Excellent protection, high
quality Roy Hill 436-2113
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
RICK'S Roofing &
Repairs
Tear offs, shingles,
Ai
flat roofs & metal
Free estimates
Call 270-437-4559
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Members of the Outreach ComInsured with full line of
"Promises to Keep," a radio semission of St. John's Episcopal
equipment
ries that explores end-of-life issues,
Free estimates.
moves to a new time and new for- Church, Murray, are featured on
753-5484
Wednesday at 12:20 p.m.
mat starting Jan. 29, at 12:20 p.m.
The group's interest in end-ofTUCKER LAWN CARE
Interviews on end-of-life issues
SERVICES
life
issues has inspired them to orwill be featured all week on
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
ganize a monthly discussion group
clipping removal, dethatch- WKMS-FM as part of "Meridian," that will read and talk about books
ing, aeration, overseeding a midday magazine launched by the
with end-of-life themes.
& fertilization, bed mulch- public radio member station in
First on the agenda is the bestseling. Free Estimates.
January.
"Tuesdays With Morrie."
ler,
759-9609
On Monday, listeners meet Pat, a

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

"ME
-din
41001W:40121Alit
--47-- --Lamb Brothers
`(:fAtili)
1 Tree Service

HAND V MAN
Carpentry,
electrical,
plumbing vinyl windows,
doors gutters install or
clean Also help move or
clean out buildings garages haul junk off No job
too small 753-7416

VISA

woman battling Stage IV breast
cancer.
She relies on her family and
friends as she undergoes chemotherapy, and also receives crucial
information and valuable support by
going online and visiting Internetbased websites for cancer patients.
Tuesday's installment of "Promises to Keep" features celebrated
artist Gaela Erwin. She found solace in her artwork during and after
her husband's terminal illness.
"I think artists are very, very fortunate because I think we can accelerate the grieving and healing process by the use of this expressive medium. Most people can't find the
voice for grief nearly as easily,— she
said.

Participants from every denomination are invited and the first meeting is scheduled for Feb. 1, at 7
p.m. at the church on west Main
Street.
Thursday and Friday of this
month's installment of "Promises to
Keep" takes a look at two local
businesses that provide end of life
services.
Calloway Monument is featured
on Thursday's show, and Bert &
Bud's Vintage Coffins will be highlighted Feb. 2.
With the new schedule, -Promises to Keep" will air from Monday
to Friday the last, week of every
month. Interviews on end-of-life issues will-he broadcast at12:20 p.m.
on those days.

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Jan.
30,2001:
You are unusually creative and dynamic
this year. Your goals will change. Often,
you realize after you get something that
what you thought you wanted isn't what
you really wanted. Your circle of friends
will change through networking and your
inner transformation. Be adaptable.
Realize that nothing is written in stone. If
you are single, you could meet someone
very special this year. You might not be
realistic about this person, but you might
not care. If you are attached, spend time
getting to know each other better.
Recognize and acknowledge how each of
you has changed. Share more of your
inner self. ARIES understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive,
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult

something you want possible. Forget the
word no. Tonight: Rent a movie.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Back off if you feel you have
overstepped your position with someone
quite important in your life. Be more sensitive to those around you. both at work
and at home. Express your nurturing in a
way that another can respond to. Tonight:
Time with a favorite person.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*****.,,Pick and choose your words.
What you say can make all the difference
in another's reaction. Become more of a
team player, and let others steal the limelight. In the long run, this attitude will
benefit you. Creativity might soar. Just
make sure your ideas are realistic.
Tonight: Where the crowds are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*.*** You might try to shake every
last penny out of your piggy bank.
Discuss financial changes with family.
Be willing to put in extra hours if need
be. Your work quality reflects who you
are. Don't make cuts in any area right
now. Discuss efficiency with someone in
the know. Tonight: Get some exercise.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Your spontaneity surprises
another. In fact, what you say could even
Jolt you. Relax and don't get uptight
about news that comes your way. You
might not think like someone else.
Brainstorm and create a bridge between
your two minds. Tonight: You have no
shortage of ideas.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

ARIES (March 2I-April 19)
***** Be inventive. Spontaneity
brings you closer to what you want.
Listen carefully to someone before going
off in a new direction. This person has
unique insight. Your personality melts
others' barriers. You can make almost
anything happen. Tonight: In the limelight.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201
**** Though you thought everything
was under control, you discover otherwise. Dot your i's and cross your t's. You **** Dig into your imagination and
cannot be too careful or efficient right come up with answers. Many ideas come
now. The unexpected seizes your work from a deep level of understanding that
and/or co-workers. Learn to deal with sityou might not be conscious of.
uations that aren't stable. Tonight: Plan Emphasize security. Discuss a possible
something just for you.
change in your home. You might need
GEMINI(May 21-June 201
the change. Tonight: Stay close to home.
***** Do whatever you need to do AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
to make what you want happen. Often, **** * Draw on your ingenuity
you don't get the results you want. Be when you express yourself. You have an
willing to explore options with an ever- unusual imagination that you might want
changing partner. You might not be able to express. You draw others. They find
to make this person think or act like you you interesting, if not exciting. Don't
want him to. Tonight: Keep your focus.
hesitate to zoom in on what you want.
CANCER (June 2I-July 221
Tonight: At a favonte spot.
**** Re-energize your work. Take in PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
new information while accepting even *** Don't cause yourself unnecessary
more responsibility. You might not be pressure as you deal with others. Don't
sure about what works best for you. worry about another's expectations.
Remain innovative and creative with Zoom in and make more of what you
associates. An unexpected event guides want happen. Your intuition needs to be
you in the right direction. Tonight: tested before you decide you'arc right on.
Others turn to you.
Be a bit of a cynic. Tonight: Your treat.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Work with new information BORN TODAY
and confirm sources. You cannot be too Former president Franklin D. Roosevelt
careful when dealing with others. A (1882), actor Gene Hackman (1930).
source often gets facts and figures con- musician Phil Collins (1951)
a •0
fused. Do what you need to do to make
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Every year at
Christmas time, my husband becomes
depressed. In the past, this has
caused us to live separately. Recently,
I have heard that depression can be
caused by inadequate sunlight. Could
this be his problem?
DEAR READER: Many depressed
patients exhibit a cyclical pattern to
their illness. Depression seems to be
more severe around holidays, birthdays and anniversaries_ Also, depression may profoundly affect people during the mid-winter months. Such a
pattern is known as "seasonal affective disorder."
Some experts believe that this seasonal depression may actually be
caused by inadequate sunlight. For
example, in northern latitudes, such
as Scandinavia, where winter days are
short, people appear to suffer almost a
cultural depression; this has led scientists to try artificial light, in an attempt
to make patients feel better. This technique works well. Many patients are
immeasurably helped by exposure to
such light. However, in the United
States, where winter days are less forlorn, sunlight tand artificial light) may
play a less important role,
If your husband's depressive symptoms are so severe that they disrupt his
life and have lead to a temporary separation, he could be helped by taking
anti-depressant medication. Such therapy should be administered under the
supervision of a physician, preferably a
psychiatrist. Anti-depressants often
produce astounding improvement in
mood, allowing these patients to function more effectively and happily.
Try to get your husband to a psychiatrist or mental health center in your
community. He may be a different
man once he is medicated. In addition, if sun deprivation seems to be a
factor in your husband's depression,
the doctor can prescribe devices for
him to obtain additional artificial light.
However, I believe that medication
may provide a more satisfactory solu
tion to his problem.
To give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Mental and Emotional Illness." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 20-year-olddaughter has used Chap Stick for
many years, as often as several times

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
an hour. Without it, her lips are dry
cracked and painful. Can you suggest
how she can reduce her dependence
on all-prodikr—
DEAR READER: Chapped lips can
be a real problem to control, especially in dry, cold climates and particularly in "lip-wetters" — people who, out
of nervousness, constantly lick or bite
their lips,
First of all, your daughter should
find out why her lips chap so readily.
Is she a lip -wetter? If so, she may
need some assistance in breaking that
habit. Is she constantly exposed to
sun or dry, cold air? Such an environment can severely deplete lip oils and
cause the skin to flake and crack.
Does she have an underlying skin
disorder, such as psoriasis, eczema or
excessively dry skin? Could she have,
in fact, developed an allergy to lipstick
or an ingredient in Chap Stick itself?
These conditions may need the attention of a dermatologist. Ask your
daughter to see such a specialist, so
that her problem can be diagnosed.
Chap Stick is a good product and it
does protect lips from a drying environment. However, in my experience,
it is not the solution for everyone. I've
found that lanolin containing creams
and balms are superior, because the
lanolin penetrates the skin, adds
moisture to the tissues, and keeps the
lips soft and supple.
Perhaps your daughter would be
helped by trying one of the many
available lanolin hand creams. She
should apply the product several
times a day and rub it in well. If dry
weather contributes to her dry lips,
she can apply Chap Stick right over
the lanolin for added protection.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterpnse Assn.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: On Sept. 12, 2000, Sometimes a baseball cap aught be
our beautiful, blue-eyed 11-year-old more pleasant for others to look at
-- -shaa-thassaisi-Ais-issfing.
Six months ago, my son and
tamed in a car accident. With her
seat belt fastened, she had the front three other crew members were in a
passenger seat reclined to nap on C-130, fighting fires in France,
the way home from school. Upon when the plane crashed. Two were
impact, she was thrown up to the killed. My son and another young
seat belt and back down to the man survived when they were
reclined seat. She suffered severe blown out of the plane on impact.
They were in intensive care for
brain trauma.
Rechning the front seat is some- quite some time.
In spite of very bad scars, they
thing people take for granted, and
something we never realized was both looked wonderful to us. Howdangerous. We heard a doctor com- ever, when my son was well
ment that severe injuries from enough for us to take him out to
being reclined are becoming more dinner, he wore a baseball cap to
common. Commercials show how hide his worst scars, which were on
safe a car is while crash-test dum- his head.
You can believe I was proud to
mies are sitting upright with their
seat belts fastened. Try to picture be sitting at the table with him —
what that "dummy" would do if it cap included! I'm hopeful that after
was lying on its back without the some plastic surgery, the cap will no
support of a back seat. Without the longer be necessary.
A HAPPY MOM IN TENNESSEE
back support, a sleeping person
would be like a rag doll and would
slide from under the lap belt, hitting the side of the car or the driDEAR HAPPY MOM: I am so
ver's seat. The only way airbags and glad to learn your son survived
seat belts can save you is if you're such a terrible accident and is
sitting with the seat upright and on the road to recovery.
belts secured.
In most circumstances, men
Since this tragedy, our families wear baseball caps because
and friends have stopped this seem- they think it's "cool" or they are
ingly innocent but dangerous activi- having a bad hair day or have
ty. Please get this message out to no hair at all. It would benefit
your readers; it may save a life. all of us to refrain from judging
Thank you.
those who wear caps indoors —
JAMIE'S FAMILY, there may be, as in your son's
FLORISSANT, MO. case, a legitimate reason.
***

DEAR JAMIE'S FAMILY:
What a horror story. Please
accept my deepest sympathy for
the tragic loss of your little girl.
I'm reminding readers of
every age that the safest position for riding as a passenger in
a moving vehicle is sitting
upright, facing forward, with
both feet on the floor and arms
and hands inside. In the proper
position, there is far less risk of
neck injuries, scrapes, broken
bones, crushed pelvises and
brain injuries in a collision.

To order "How to Write Letters for All
Occasions," send a business-sized, self.
addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada( to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Hes 447, Mount
Morris, IL 61064-0447.(Postage is included-(

Ten years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Murray-Calloway County Need Mr. and Mrs. James Payne. Jan. 21.
Line tias moved from 209 1%4aple-51 --a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Garto its new location in the George land, Jan. 22; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Weaks Community Center. Pictured Johnny L. Kough, Jan. 23; a girl to
are Euple Ward, director, and Mr. and Mrs. Gary Siegmund, Jan.
Kathie Gentry, assistant, assembling 24.
Forty years ago
bags of groceries to give to local
Murray Electric System employresidents for emergency relief.
Stacey T. Muskgrow, 22, Mur- ees worked in bitter cold the night
ray, died Jan. 27 at 2:30 a.m. in a of Jan. 27 to restore power in the
one-car accident on U.S. 641 South North 18th Street area after apparent overloading of lines caused a
about four miles south of Murray.
Births reported include a boy to spectacular electrical display.
In high school basketball games
Melissa and Jeffrey Bergholtz and a
girl to Elizabeth and Douglas Pow- Murray High beat Wingo, Almo
beat Hazel and Murray Douglass
ell, Jan. 24.
beat Mayfield Dunbar. High team
Twenty years ago
Lewis Bossing of Murray High scorers were Richard Hurt for MurSchool and Kim Weatherford of ray, Parchman for Wingo, Hill for
Calloway County High School have Almo, Jackson for Hazel, Jim
been selected as seniors to receive McGehee for Douglass and Bryant
the Good Citizen Awards, spon- for Dunbar.
sored by Captain Wendell Oury
Births reported include a boy to
Chapter of the Daughters of the Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kuntz, Jan. 18.
American Revolution.
Fifty years ago
Lisa Ann Goode and Steven
Winter covered Calloway
Robert Hussung were married Jan. County with a cloak of ice and
2 at Crofton Baptist Church, Crof- snow last night and today. The merton.
dropped to 18 above zero last
Murray High School Tigers beat night. The rain began to freeze
Calloway County High School Lak- about .m. yesterday.
ers in a basketball game. High team
Murray Training School Colts
scorers were Howie Crittenden for beat New Concord Redbirds for the
Murray and Dan Key for Calloway. championship of the Calloway
Thirty years ago
County High School Basketball
Teddy Gene Rogers and Phillip Tournament High team scorers
D. Williams were inducted into the were Bobby Bowden for MTS and
U.S. Army in the January draft call. Hubert Rowland for New Concord.
They are now taking basic training
Births reported include a boy to
at Fort Campbell, according to Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Billy Tidwell, Jan. 21;
Gussie Adams, executive secretary a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.D. McKinof Local Board No. 10 of Selective ney and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Service.
Hugh Mathis, Jan. 23.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

Accidents can happen to anymade the remarkable discard ofthe
one — that's why they are South dealer.
ace of spades! As a result, declarer
Both sides vulnerable.
called "accidents."
went down one. Regardless of how
NORTH
***
he continued, he could not avoid
+62
losing two more spade tricks to
VQJ 9
DEAR ABBY: I would like to
• A 1043
West's K-J.
respond to "Nancy's" comments on
In practice, South played an4QJ 53
table manners. She said, "Remove
other spade from dummy,but West
EAST
your hat before sitting down at the
WEST
table, including baseball caps." •KJ 10
took the trick with the jack, led a
•A 3
third round of trumps and later
V 76 4
1,3
•KJ 9 5 2 scored the setting trick with the
•Q 8 7 6
KZ)ik I 1.._le" Cc ivi IC
410 764 2 king of spades.
+A 98
To appreciate the beauty of
SOUTH
NI CO I IE
L_
Gore's extraordinary play, let's as•Q 9 8 7 5 4
sume that he had made the more
V AK 10 8 5 2
Ir THERE'S EVER 7 ( HELLO?'
-Nis is JUST A
1 SAID I
I CAN 7MR BUMSTEAO
•—
normal discard of a club or a diaA PROBLEM,
( HEI.1.0??!
CAN'T
COURTESY CALL
HEAR 'IOU
THIS IS THe
mond on West's second trump lead.
4K
,.fr
PLEA_SE DON'T
HEAR
VE2,1
TELEPHONE
TO MAKE SURE r•fiflr,
that case, South would have
In
bidding:
The
4
HESITATE -11.
6
you!!
YOU'RE
a
North East played a -second round of spades
South West
TO LET
HAPPY
US KNOW
Pass from dummy,and East would have
Pass
2 NT
1+
WITH OUR
SERVICE
won the trick with the ace. What4V
ever East played next, South could
Opening lead — ace of clubs.
The name of Shri DN. Gore later ruff a spade in dummy and so
not strike a responsive make the contract.
might
441A
4614
Gore realized early in the play
chord, but Gore clearly earned a
niche in the bridge Hall of Fame that the ace of spades was a millbecause of a defensive play he stone around his neck,and he theremade on this deal from a tourna- fore parted with it as quickly as
possible. He deduced from
ment played in Calcutta.
West led the ace of clubs declarer's first spade play of the
civrtiv
against four hearts, then shifted nine that West was practically sure
to a trump. Declarer won with to have either the K-J-10 or K-Q-10,
ARE '40U
HI.
I MOW `PAIRE THERE!
ARE YOU IGNORING ALL
dummy'sjack and played a spade, as declarer would have played a
On) TNE
IS IT TOO mucH TO
"CALLS...IGNORING ONLY
THIS 15
higher spade than the nine had he
ASK 40LIR CONVERSA losing the nine to West's ten.
IRV1N(.7,
PHONE , OR
ffi`i CALL. OR ARE YOU
TION STATUS"?'
TALKING ON THE OTHER
LEAVE A
ARE YOU
West led another trump,and held the K-Q, K-J, Q-J or just the
LINE AND DON'T KNOW
IGNORING
MESSAGE
it was on this trick that Gore king.
THE PHONE?
I'M CALLING ??
Tomorrow: The odds are 20-1.
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1 Vietnamese
New Year
4 Annoyed
9 — la la
12 Pronoun
Peron s
13
wife
14 Lubricate
15 Putting —
17 Having no
fixed course
19 Assists
21 Gossett Jr
to friends
22 Lowest point
25 Dressed to
the —
29 For example
(Latin abbr )
30 Mistake
32 Predicament
33 Lifetime
plaatnhters
35 F
37 Sesame

I GUESS
ALL THE
SCARY
ANIMALS
HAVE BEEN
USED UP

HERBIE THE
CHIPMUNK IN..,

2

1 Dress up
2 A cont
3 Walk along
4 Sellers
5 Unit of
energy, for
short
6 Roman 14
7 And others
(Latin abbr )
8 Half man
and half fish
Philistine
god

THEREFORE (PO 40U
I Ti4IN1t THAT THINK HE
REALLY
LJE 514000
DESERVES
6WE HIM A
A WHOLE
TESTIMONIAL
DIN NER'ri \_2(NNER 7
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10 — Tin Tin
11 Every other,
for short
16 Ireland
18 Destroy
20 Money
22 Four-footed
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Jan. 29, the
29th day of 2001. There are 336
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 29, 1820, Britain's King
George III died at Windsor Castle,
ending a reign that had seen both
the American and French revolutions.
On this date:
In 1843, the 25th president of
the United States, William McKinley, was born in Niles, Ohio. In 1845, Edgar Allan Poe's
poem "The Raven" was first published, in the New York Evening
Mirror.
In 1850, Henry Clay introduced
in the Senate a compromise bill on
slavery which included the admission of California into the Union as
a free state.
In 1861, Kansas became the
34th state of the Union.
In 1900, the American League,
consisting of eight baseball teams,
was organized in Philadelphia.
In 1936, the first members of
baseball's Hall of Fame. including
Ty Cobb and Babe Ruth, were
named in Cooperstown, N.Y.
In 1958, actors Paul Newman
and Joanne Woodward were married.
One year ago: Delegates meeting in Montreal reached an international agreement on the trade of genetically modified food and other
products. Joe Montana and Ronnie.
Lou, architects of San Francisco's
Super Bowl dynasty, were among
five individuals elected to the Pro
Football Hall of Fame.
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CHARLIE BROIA HAS REALLY
BEEN A OEIXATEO BASEBALL
MANAGER HE'S DEDICATED NIS
WHOLE LAFE TO OUR TEAM
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

38 Weakens
40 Lineage
r 42 Attempts
44 Random

FIELD

I'VE BEEN
THINKING ABOUT
SOMETHING

45 Sea bird
47 Expired
48 Earache
52 Conducts
55 Container
56 — and
omega
58 Italian
pronoun
59 Afternoon
social
60 Turning part
of a dynamo
61 Terminate
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mammal
23 Type of moth
24 Country of
Asia
26 Midwestern
college
(2 wds )
27 Actress
Falco. at al
28 Monica — of
tennis
31 Decorated
anew
34 Slender finial
36 Somewhat
alike
39 Fasten tightly
41 Merriment
43 Sweeten
46 Code word
for the letter

Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
$37.50
6 mo.
$75.00
1 yr.
Mail Subscription
RATES
$57.00
3 mo.
$69.50
6 mo. ...
$98.00
1 yr.
Money Order
M/C

Check
N'isa
Name
Street Address
City_

48 In
disagreement
49 Three in
Milan
50 Collection of
facts
51 Capable
53 Noise
541 Lugubrious

State

__Zip,

Daytime Phone_
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

57 Holmium

symbol
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Or call

(270)753-1916
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Larry Salmon,Superintendent
(270) 762-7300 • Fax:(270) 762-7310 • Email: lsa1mon@cal1oway.k12.ky.us
Phone:
•
42071
KY
Murray,
2110 College Farm Road,

District Report Card 1999-2000
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Dear Parents/Guardians
is a good starting point for discuswhere there is room for improvement. While it cannot tell everything about our performance, the report card
This report card provides information about how well our district is doing, where it is succeeding, and
recent school year's activity. For a more detailed
most
the
reflect
narratives
and
information
year,
contact
school
1999-2000
the
from
is
data
all
noted,
sions with our teachers, administrators, school council members, and school board members. Unless
provide this information upon request.
reports detailing district performance and procedures. Each district and school is required by law to
examination of our district, please ask to see our Expanded Report Card, which contains a wealth of data and

About Our District

IIIII

citizens ready to meet the challenges of
and personally to be lifelong learners capable of thinking, solving problems, and serving as responsible
The mission of the Calloway County School System is to empower all students academically, socially,
3,179 students in preschool through
approximately
serves
and
employees
full-time
452
roughly
district
has
The
approximately $6,137 per student.
tomorrow. The Calloway County School District operates on a 22.3 million dollar budget, spending
to challenge every student from the
designed
cumculum
on
based
standards
quality
high
offer
(K-5), middle school (6-8) and high school (9-12)
high school. Beginning with a locally funded full-day kindergarten program, the three elementary schools
Decision Making(SBDM)Councils. Two exemplary programs include the
School-Based
by
governed
are
schools
five
All
(SACS).
Schools
and
Colleges
of
Association
gifted/talented to special needs learner. All schools are accredited by the Southern
involvement. Calloway County offers over
our students' families. Each school has an active parent-teacher organization and encourages community
Calloway County Preschool and the Family Resource/Youth Service Centers that meet the needs of
31 extracumcular academic and athletic programs.

ill

How Our District Ensures Educational Equity

participate in high-level professional developcan learn. In order to ensure equity and prepare students to be responsible citizens, faculty and staff
The Calloway County Board of Education, administration, faculty and staff believe that all students
Standards. Additionally, the district conNational
and
Studies,
of
Program
Goals,
Learner
Core Content Guidelines, Academic Expectations,
ment activities through Standards Project 2005, which focuses on student achievement based on Kentucky
equity and educational issues. Next, goals and objectives are written to
addresses
which
plan,
consolidated
district
a
formulates
data
disaggregated
this
from
and
status, or disability.
solidated planning and implementation team reviews the district's need assessment
to ensure that all students will achieve at a high level regardless of race, gender, socio-economic
address the areas needing improvement. Activities to help meet goals and objectives are designed
District Enrollment: 3,047

How Our Students Perform
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills(CTBS/5), and other
for student progress CATS has three parts: the Kentucky Core Content Tests, the national
Kentucky uses the Commonwealth Accountability Testing System (CATS)to hold schools accountable
period.
two-year
every
for
Scores
CATS
Performance
school's
our
up
make
rates. Together these three elements
measures of the school's performance, including attendance, retention and dropout

Kentucky Core Content

These categories translate into a scale of 0-140, with
tests rate student performance using four categories: Novice, Apprentice, Proficient, and Distinguished.
These tests measure the ability of our students to use knowledge in each subject. Kentucky's
novice, apprentice, proficient and distinguished
scoring
students
our
of
percent
and
the
indices
academic
including
This chart compares our school's performance,
100 being considered proficient. The state goal for all schools is 100 by the year 2014.
-•
or
•
proficient
stud..
air
nearLi
2014
by
that
is
goal
P/D) with all the schools in our district and all the schools in Kentucky- , The
Academic Index
Academic Index
Proficient/Distinguished
Proficient/Distinguished
Apprentice
Apprentice
Novice
Novice
KCCT Tests
State
District
State
District
State
District
KCCT Tests
State
District
76.9
84.7
32%
42%
65%
58%
0%
District State
State
3%
District
District
State
Reading (4th)
State
District
56.9
63
6%
8%
82%
90%
12%
3%
Science (4th)
54.2
53.8
20%
17%
50%
56%
28%
30%
72
Writing (4th)
57%
53%
69.9
32%
31%
12%
Reading (10th)
14%
67.1
69.4
25%
23%
54%
63%
21%
14%
Mathematics (5th)
57.9
61.5
13%
11%
67%
79%
20%
10%
38.9
46.1
9%
7%
Social Studies (5th)
52%
41%
50%
40%
PL/VS (10th)
32.5
32.9
5%
4%
31%
34%
65%
62%
Arts & Humanities (5th)
45
50.2
6%
9%
55%
61%
38%_
31%
PLA'S (5th)
68.3
78.2
34%
38%
17%
40%
44%
Mathematics (11th)
26%
Academic Index
inguished
Proficient/Dist
Apprentice
Novice
KCCT Tests
71
67.1
State
14%
15%
District
State
79%
District
80%
7%
Science (11th)
State
5%
District
State
District
67.7
72.7
12%
15%
85%
84%
1%
3%
Reading )7th)
37.4
Social Studies
41.1
1%
67.8
71.3
31%
0%
37%
51%
47%
59%
71%
41%
18%
16%
29%
Science (7th)
(11th)
41
37.8
10%
9%
40%
37%
55%
50%
Writing (7th)
70.6 Arts & Humanities
81
37%
47%
40.6
44.3
5%
4%
49%
36%
59%
46%
38%
33%
27%
20%
Mathematics (8th)
(11th)
53.4
60.6
12%
17%
60%
64%
28%,
19%
(8th)
Social Studies
43
50.9
9%
16%
55.2
48.1
21%
45%
15%
50%
44%
48%
46%
29%
40%
Writing (12th)
37%
Arts & Humanities (8th)
32.2
37.1
6%
10%
28%
30%
66%
60%
PUVS (8th)

National Norm Referenced Test

benchmarks established in 1996. These scores are reported in percentiles. A perthe basic skills of our students while allowing us to compare their performance with national
The national norm referenced test used in Kentucky, the CTBS/5, measures
scored equal to or better than 60 percent of all students who took the test. For
district
our
in
student
average
a percentile of 60 would show that the
centile shows the percentage of students who fel below a particular score on the test. For example,
data on student performance on the ACT,SAT, and advanced placement tests, ask
National Norm Referenced
Nation
State
District
National Norm Referenced
Nation
State
District
National Norm Referenced
Test(CTBS/5)
Nation
State
District
(CTBS/5)
Test
Test )CTBS/5)
50%ile
52%ile
59%ile
9th Grade Reading
50%ile
53%ile
63%ile
6th Grade Reading
50%ile
55%ile
67%ile
End of Primary(EOP. Reading
50%ile
48%ile
53%ile
9th Grade Language Arts
50%ile
51%ile
57%ile
6th Grade Language Arts
50%ile
53%ile
63%ile
EOP Language Arts
50%ile

59%ile

6th Grade Mathematics

50%ile

55%ile

64%ile

LOP Mathematics

50%ile

9th Grade Mathematics

52%ile

47%ile

50%ile

on to higher education or jobs. Another measure is
students to come to school, our dropout rate, and the degree to which our graduates successfully move
Other measures of district performance are the degree to which our district succeeds in getting
during the 1998-99 school year
our
performance
reflect
data
These
year.
another
for
grade
go on to the next grade and had to repeat the content of a
the retention rate, which reflects the percent of students who were not academically ready to
Transition to Adult Life
Dropout
Retention
Not Successful
Work & Part-Time School
Attendance Rate
Voc./Tech Training
Work
Rate
Military
Rate
College

Other Measures

District

s-,

1.9%

1.4%

46.7%

2.8%

41.6%

4.2%

3.3%

1.4%

4%

3.4%

52.6%

2.7%

29.3%

4.3%

6.3%

4.8%

93.9%
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State Contest Results, Academic/Speech, Band, Chorus, and Orchestra

poetry interpretation & in prose interHumorous Interpretation & 2nd place individual in Impromptu Speaking • CCMS:6th place individual in
ACADEMIC/SPEECH: CCHS Speech Team placed 8th in state competition • 1st place individual in
Search
Talent
University
DUKE
identified by the
pretation.• 3 individual state awards in the Student Technology Leadership Program • 4 students
Ratings
Ratings in State Marching Quarterfinals & 11th in the state • CCHS-Concert Festival-All Distinguished
nguished
CCHS-All-Disti
•
rating
t
BAND: Kentucky Music Educators Association • CCMS-Excellen
ratings
CHOIR: Kentucky Music Educators Association • CCMS-Distinguished rating & 5 Solo Distinguished
District

State

% of Classes Taught by Teachers Certified for Subject
and Grade Level

100'`,

NA

% of Classes Taught by Teachers with a Major, Minor,
or the Equivalent in the Subject Being Taught

9-V7,

NA

% of Classes Taught by Teachers Who Participated in
Content-Focused Professional Development

100%

NA

% of Teachers with a Masters Degree or Greater or
the Equivalent

77%

?so'

13

13

',Teacher Qualifications

teachers. These numbers do not include our
This chart shows the level of content preparation, continuing education, and classroom experience of our
of our teachers, while the second row
certification
the
on
information
presents
row
top
The
specialists.
media
library
or
administrators, guidance counselors,
certified and yet not possess a forfully
be
may
teacher
A
content.
specific
teach
to
preparation
formal
their
of
extent
presents additional information on the
their mastery of the content areas
increase
to
teachers
our
of
efforts
continuing
the
reflects
row
third
The
mal major or minor in the subject they are teaching.
they teach. The bottom two rows present further information abou
Yes
No

Our

Learning Environment

School Su/c'\

The information on school safety is intended to illustrate the
policies and procedures we have in place to make our schools as
safe as possible for our students and staff.
,

Visitors are Required to Sign in

X

All Parents Received the District Discipline Code

X

% of Classrooms with Telephone Access to Outside Lines

100%

Average Years of Teaching Experience

Procedures in Place in Our District for Drug and Weapons Detection

clear behavioral standards
policies and procedures regarding the prohibition of weapons, knives, and drugs in our schools. All schools have adopted
The District's Code of Acceptable Behavior and Discipline provides parents and students with district
middle and high school are staffed with trained
The
K-12.
students
for
offered
are
programs
prevention
Drug
Centers.
Alternative
Regional
and
that are posted throughout all buildings. Program options for at-risk students include the Day Treatment
are conducted with supschools. Restricted access is enforced in all schools and campuses. Random inspections of lockers and belongings
resource officers for security and educational purposes. Surveillance devices are located on buses and in some
team.
management
representatives serving on the district crisis
port of community resources. All staff have been trained in crisis prevention with parents and community
Transferred
Students
of
Number
or
Suspended
Students
Student Resources
of
Number
Number of Reported
Violation
to Alternative Placement for This
Expelled for This
Student/Computer % of Classroom with at Least One KETS
Incidents
Student Teacher
Spending per
Workstation With Internet Access
Ratio
Ratio
0
Student
0
0
AggravatelAssault with intent to cause injury'
100
17
4.1
District
6137
0
9
Drug Abuse Violations
9
92
17
5.8
6270
State
0
2
Weapons Violation
2
# of
# of
* of Students Whose
ans
Parents/Guardi
ans
Tear,
Parents/Guardi
('se
to
We
Technology
How
Parent/Guardian Had at
in technology is
Parental
Serving on the School It of Volunteer Hours
Calloway County teachers use technolog as a tool to engage our students in meaningful learning expenences. Professional development
Voting in School
Least One Teacher
in computInvolvement
Council(SBDM)or Its
focused on training teachers to use technology to meet the multiple learning styles of our students. Students receive training and instruction
Council(SBDM)
Conference
and tools. The Kentucky
Committees
er literacy. Internet research skills, data collection and analysis, multi-media presentations and various other technical skills
Elections
in Calloway County
Education Technology System (KETS,standards and guidelines provide the vision for technology in Calloway County Schools. Users
The goal for tech14,753
55
349
2,045
Schools are required to adhere to the requirements of our Acceptable Use Policy in the use of the Internet and all technical resources
Our District
future.
nology' integration is to provide equitable and efficient use of technology in instruction to prepare our students for a successful and productive

1Extracurricular Activities

111

DECA,
Speech Team, Student Technology Leadership Program, Yearbook, National Science Honor Society, Chemistry Team,
ACADEMICS: Academic Team. Beta Club, Junior Beta Club, Future Problem Solvers, Math Counts, NEED Team,
Football. Little
Basketball,
League
Little
Basketball.
ATHLETICS:
Band.
Jazz
Band,
Instrumental
Band,
Marching
Art Club, Choir,
BLA, FCA, FCCLA, FFA, TSA, VICA, Foreign Language Club, Laker Review, Recollections, SOS,Student Council,
Club, Just Say No
GENERAL INTEREST: 4-H, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, YMCA-Good Times, After School Drawing Class, Builders
League Football. Cheerleading, Soccer, Tennis, Golf, Track, Softball, Cross Country, Baseball, Pep Club, Spirit Group.
(*lob, Model Car Club, Pen Pals.

Awards and Recognitions

lip
•

Department
based on the CATS state mandated testing for the 1998-2000 biennium. Calloway County Schools Transportation
Vast Calloway Elementary, North Calloway Elementary and Calloway Middle School achieved reward level status
State of Kentucky and the Regional Model Site in the Project Transportation Watch Program. Two
the
in
Department
Training
Driver
Bus
Improved
Most
the
as
Transportation
of
Division
Education
of
received recognition by the Kentucky Department
Kentucky Council
Exhibit. Teacher Recognition: Wal-Mart Teacher of the Year; MSU-Kentucky Elementary Teacher of the Year Award;
Kentucky Governor Scholars were selected. Two student national award winners in the Crayola Dream-makers
f . whers of EnglishfLanguage Arts, Al Crab Award for new Teacher of the Year.

What We. Are Doing To Improve

and conof technology in instruction and administration, innovative alternative education programs, Standards Project 2005,
The goals of the Calloway County School System in the new millennium are to provide equitable and efficient use
will continue with the implementation
district
The
programming.
alternative
expanding
of
ways
at
look
and
programs
education
alternative
innovative
•-truction of a new Day Treatment facility and Central Storage. The district will continue to offer
for high academic and behavmulticultural issues and diverse learning styles of individual students and how to hold students accountable
of the Standards Project 2005. This project will continue to train teachers and administrators in how to address
School. The goal of the high
High
County
Calloway
at
project
renovation
a
of
stage
planning
preliminary
the
Moreover, the district is in
ioral standards for success in life. Additionally, the district has implemented a K-12 fall assessment program
work to enhance educontinually
will
district
the
process,
Planning
Consolidated
student achievement. Through the use of Kentucky
school renovation is to improve the learning environment for high school students, which will result in increased
cational opportunities for all students.

How To Get More Information

office and ask for the
Card. You may contact your School Board members and central office staff at(270) 762-7300. Visit our central
Call, e-mail, fax or write to our superintendent at the number and address on the top of this District Report
disaggregated by gender, ethnicity, disability and other criteria. This disaggregated
data
test
referenced
norm
national
CTBS/5
and
data
Test
Content
Core
Kentucky
including
Expanded District Report Card that contains a variety of information
or provided at cost of copying.
tata is available to you at no cost. The remainder of the Expanded District Report Card may be free
tiCF1001. INFOI0111

CENTRAL'OFFICE
Susan Taylor, District Technology Coordinator
Cindy Jones. School Business Administrator
.Jimmy Nix, Director of Pupil Personnel

Ronnie Walker, Assistant Superintendent

Dianne Owen, Community Liaison/Grant Writer
Debbie Plummer, Director of Special Education

Stephanie Wyatt, Supervisor of Instruction

BOARD MEMBERS
Jeff Gordon, Chairman
Terry Bourland, Vice-Chairman
Steve Grogan
Linda Lester
Richard Smotherman

East Calloway Elementary: Patsy
Whitesell, Principal - 762-7325
North Calloway Elementary:
Margaret Cook, Principal - 7627a335
Southwest Calloway Elementary:
Mary Lou Yeatts, Principal - 76-7345

Calloway Middle School: Cloyd .1
Bumgardner, Principal - 762-7355
Calloway High School: Randy
McCallon, Principal - 762-7375

age or disability in employment or provision of services.
Our district does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex,

